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THE PUBLIC SCHOOL.
An Entertainment of an In-
teresting Nature.
PREPARED BY PUPILS.
The Complete Program as Rendered in Each
of the Various Grades.
The Christmas emit Ttaiiiment at the
patio whole' Thureelay was at bin led
by a Itirge (Towel of the moths-ma and
par id, the sisters and (ousel% and Hunts
of the children. The programs were of
a pleasing nature.
Among other interestidg features of
the occasion, and one which attracted
much attention, was the room in charge
of Mrs. J. B. McKenzie. Upon the (leek
of each little one was placed a beautiful
Christmas tree, handsomely decorated.
The exercises were enjoyed by all pre-
sent, as the pupils acquitted themselves
with great credit in recitations appro-
priate to the festive occasion, and show-
ed their excellent training.
The complete program of each grade
follows. •
Christmas program, First Grade, Clay
street:
OPENING EXERCISES.
Christmas Greeting ........Louise Jones.
A Note to Santa Claus... 13oales.
A lelepbone Message.. ...... .Lizzio Dun-
ava nt.
"Santa Clans" is coming,. Emily Clark
Song, "Sons of old Santa."
"My Stocking"   Harry Boyd
"Good Child's Day,"  Eager Davis.
The Wonderful Tree,..  George Wood.
Song, "He is coming."
Acrostic, "Saute Claus,-------Ten Boys.
"Old Father Christmas," Susie
Calhoun.
Chr;etmas Bells, .. ...... Helen Dryer.
The Seasons,  Twelve girls.
Song, 'Tie Christmas Eve.
SECOND GRADE.
Song, "Xmas Bells,"  Class.
Xmes Time,  Willard Gorman.
The Xmas Tree,  Mary Jones.
Just for a Lark,   Tim Cook.
Recitation,   . Emily Kelly.
Wh&ii I was a Little Boy Jacob Porter
My Dolly,  Nina Hickman.
Speech,    Herbert Ropenbaum.
Xmas,...,  Enna Armstrong.
Song...."Stare"— ... Class.
Speech,   Lora Koon.
The Marriage of Santee...Herschel Long
The Legend of the Stocking,  Leslie
ilendenion,
Speech,   Anise Boyd
A Note to Santa Clan.,.. May Goodwin
Merry Xmas,  Emma Porter
When Santa Clans Comes„. Lela liruff
Speech,  Beulah Thomas
Song. "Christmas,"  Six Girls
Ree tenon, ....... .. Minnie Hadden
Everywhere, .... Ella Porter.
Speere, Camille Young
Old *ante Claus,  Lawson Faxon
Song and Evergreen Drill.
A. Ruth Penn, Teacher,
ROoM THREE,
Welsome,. Emil Kirebdoerffer.
Track in the Ashes,. .... „James Long.
Christmas Greeting.
Zueler Zee.  Walter Gregory.
Tel phone Message, Mabel Gooch.
Recitation and Song, Fourteen Girls
A Xmas Eve Thonglie„ .Florence Tibbs
Xuris Carol of Cromweles Time 
Berenice Rickman.
Christmas Song.
While Shepherd's Watch. Mack Boales
PROGRAMME-ANNEX.
Song of Praise.
Christmas Eve,  Inez Meyers
The Happiest Christmas... Cornelia De
Treville.
Santa's Ride  Bane Freeman
• Old Santa Clans.
The Christmas ...... Mattie Smith
The Marriage of Santa Claus,....Bessie
Quarles.
The Indignant Scholar. Minnie Morton
Anthem.
Santa Clans and His Little Helpers.
Christmas Day,  Bernice Dryer
The Vision of Santa Claus,. ...... ..Belle
Stubblefield.
Au Old Song Re Sung.
Papa's Letter, ....... Edith Irwin.
A Mother's Responsibility,  Nell
Tracker.
The Two Little Stockings Katherine
Faxon.
Drill Song.
Merry Christmas,  Ruth Deitrich.
At the Prison Door, Datlia Davis.
Boy's Complaint,.  Eight Boys.
Glad Christmas Tinee 
Miss Martha Walker, Teacher.
FOURTH GRADE PROGRAM.
Sorg   America
Recitation . My Country
Charles Jackson.
Recitation .. What the Mother Goose
Children Want for Christmas,
Thirteen Children
Recitation -... Christmas
Alice Dabney
Song  - Christmas Star
Recitation  Santa Clans and the
Mouse  Joe McCarron.,
Christmas Chimes from Many Climes
....Eight Children.
Recitation....When Santa Claus Comes
Edna Frankel.
Washington Crossing the Delaware
Eight Children.
Recitation ..What Santa Claus Thinks
Elbert Wiley
 
,Christmas DaySong
Christmas program, Fourth grade,
Virginia St:
OPENING EXERCISES.
Scripture Reading, Isaiah ten.
Song, "The Rising Sun"
Recitation, "Christmas"
Savella
A Morning Reading  Several mem-
bers of clam.
Song, "Christmas Carol"  Class.
What the Mother Goose Childreu was
for Xmas .. .... Several menibers.
"When Santa Claus Comes"  Edna
Lander.
"Christmas Tide" Willie-Lawson.
"Santa Claus and the Mouse" Hal-
lie Moon.
Christmas Carol  Lilly Hall.
Song, "Sleep Baby, Sleep," Several
boys and girls.
The Telephone Message ...Lylie Roper.
"Santa Claus Wheel".... Alice Pepper.
Song, "The Snow"   School.
"The Snow Flakee"....Mary Thompson.
Program ofFifth grade, Miss Edna
Smythe, teacher:
Song, Page 106   School.
Recitation, "If You're Good"... Ada
Duncan.
Recitation, "Christmas Eve" .... Cora
Walker.
Song, "Christmas Lullaby". .. School.
Recitation, "Willie's and Anna's C'rist-
mate" Mary Johnson.
Song, "Christmas Carol".. ----School.
Recitation, "Kris Krinkle's Surprise"
... Annie Tobin.
Song, "Murmur Gentle Lyre" Fan-
nie Lander.
Recitation, "Bennie" Bobbie Terry.
Recitation, "Hassle's Christmas Eve"
- 
Gene Goldthwaite.
Song, "Mid Shipmite" ....Tillie Moore.
 
Class.
 
Bet tha
Recitation, "Christmas Eve".. ...Flora
Ryan.
Recitation, "Old Time Xmas". Gladys
Bartley.
Song, -Hail Columbia" School.
Distributions of gifts to school.
PIHAiltAld—ROOM NO. 10.
Song, "Morning Song" The School.
Roll Cell Response with Christmas
memory gems.
Recitation, "The Christmas Table".....
Jean McKee.
Recitation, "The Coming Man------Joe
Wall.
Sting, "Wild Flowers"... Katie May
Cooeer.
Recitations, "The Poet's Calendar"..,.
Twelve Pupils,
Song, "The Bells"..., „ The School 
Reciletion, "The Christmas 'Neu" 
lhnt ly Braden,
Iteenteton, "I'll do what I can"
Et1es1 Poe era
'tomtit' on, "The Chestnut" Thomas
Liteeley.
Song, "The Day with Rosy Light"....
The 13..hool.
Recitation, "The Children's Prayer"
Lela Savells.
Recitations, 'Santa Claus' Reception"
. Ten Pupils.
Song, 'Christmas Titne"  .The
School.
PROGRAM 71H OR kDE.
"Ring Sweet Bells" .. hlullie Duncan
Song, By Class.
"Lost Cause" Friink Byars.
Reading, "Dutchman's Telephone" 
Norma West.
"Milking 'lime"  Ella Cayce.
Song   Class
Reading', "Christmas Goose"... Mattie
Edmnndson.
"Mese Edith Helps
Racie Cohen 
"Chrietuas Time"
"Christmas" 
Song
"Christnins"
"Raggedy Mau"
"Christmas" 
Things Along"....
Edwina Cook.
 
 Elina Catlett,
Class.
Matti° Wallis.
 
 St ttie Cohen
Rowena Wall.
"Knee Kringle's Visit"... Susie Cook.
"Chrietmas Day"   Class.
"Santa Claus' Mishap"  Mary
Wee nell.
Lein Donaldson, Teacher.
Roost NO. 1.1.
Song  .The Beautiful World
Class
Don't Talk of Christmas  Stey
Bartley.
What Do the Bells Say Mary Jones
Christmaies Tree  Clyde Carroll
Christ Was Born OH Christmas Day
Ltllie Gortnnn.
AlabnmaCeton, Song...Walker Williams
Christmas . . ..... Mary Ware
The Christ none Baby.... A mile Cevaiiah
A Message to Santa Claus .... Walker
W Ulm ins.
Christmas . • .. James Forbes
Song, Dorris  Lyn(' Sterling
Jeaniem Chrietunie Journey _Maggie
Ellis.
While Shepherds Watched  Lucile
Bash.
The Bald-headed Man ..Lyne Starling
Father Year's Party  Norine Elgin
Polly's Plan  Dorothy Adams
Tennessee, Song ..... Walker Williams
Old Fashioned Christmas .. May Pyle
Chrestmate Eve  Inez Tibbs.
The Glorious Song of Old .... Nauuie
Reeder.
Mysterious Santa Claus. :-Bettio Ware
Song, Baby's Fast Asleep  Lyne
Starling.
Thatiksgiving Mary Ware
A Christmas Problem....Mary Garnet
Chretnees Carol  Beulah Cravens
Soma Things Lytle Starling
Three Kings  • Robert Hays
Song, The Eventide 
PROGRAMME—IIIOH SCHOOL.
Recitation, "Three Kings"....Virginia
Tibbe.
Song, "'Tie Christmas Eve"... Small
children.
Recitation, "Just Before Christmas"...
Nannie Long.
German Reading  Dan Young.
Recitation, "The Paint's Love Bee-
sit' Richards.
Paper   Leila Dennis.
Recitation, "Old 'lime Christmas"...
Pattie Bartley.
German recitation.   Mary Bohn.
Reading, Selected...Charlotte Herndon.
Recitation, "The Two Litte Stockings"
Kathrene Fuxon.
Recitation. "Russian Christman" . 
Mabel Moore.
411.-
Encten's Arnica Ms' e.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Servs, Tetter, Chapped Hands
Chilblains, Corns and all Skin Erup
done, tied positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
pereet eatisfacion or money refunded.
Prife 2 cents per box. For Sale by P
0. Harwack Hopkinsville Kr.
A TERRIBLE WRECK.
L.& N. Train Coes Through
a Bridge I I 0 Feet High.
THIRTY LIVES LOST.
The Horrible Castaseophe Was the Work
of Train-Wreckers.
A RAIL TAKEN FROM THE MIDDLE SPAN.
[SPECIAL TO NEW mud
Birmingham, Ala. ,Dec, 28.—A Louis-
ville 8c' Nashville local train went
through a bridge over the Cahaba river
near here yesterday morning, and was
piled up, a males of wrecgage, 110 feet
below. Twenterone dead bodies have
been identified, and eleven injuried were
removed from the wreck. The wreck
caught fire and all of it that was not
submerged in-the river was burned. It
is believed that other lives were lost,but
no one knows accurately bow many peo-
ple were killed, the conductor being a-
mong the killed. It is believed that
wreckers removed a rail for the purpose
of wreeking and robbing the train, sev-
eral of the bodies having been robbed
before they were re-ached by the res-
cuers. The accident occured between
Blocton and Gurnee on a piece of track
belonging to the Southern railway.
The wreck is believed to have been the
work of the same persons who attempt-
ed lust Tuesday night to wreck the
Southern railway's fast express at Mc-
Comb's trestle. In both cases a rail was
removed, and in both a high trestle was
selected for the work. A strong force
of detectives have been put to work to
discover the gang.
I am 87 years old and have used about
all of the cough and lung remedies that
have been sold during my life; and for
the benefit of the suffering, I will say
that I have never used any remedy
equal to Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey. It
gives quick and permanent relief in
grippe as well as other coughs. We
keep it in our house all the time and
would not be without it.
Mits. M. A. Mernatere,
1006 Suth Fonnli street, Paducah, Ky.
Sold by R. 0. Hardwick.
•
SOCIAL AND PERSONAL
Jolly House Parties—Dance
To-Morrow Night.
RECEPTION FRIDAY.
Marrying Goes Merrily On—Piecss About
People We Know.
MARI) CANTI.K.--.A joyous party of
boys and girls returned Monday from a
house party given by Mira Sadie Mason
at her home, Hard Castle.
The arrangement was faultless in its
appointments, nothing in the least was
lacking to a perfect and a full enjoy-
ment of the occasion.
A glorious time was had. No over-
strained politeness, no pompous style,
no painful etiquette, but pare home life
was enjoyed. The guests were:
Misses—
Berta Green, Nettie Edmunds,
Elizabeth Russell, Mary Morrow,
Jessie Howe, Eloise Nelson,
Edna E. Ellis, GermaineCrurnbaugh.
Messrs.—
James Moore, Jr.,
McF. Blakemore,
George Gordon,
Nashville;
Dade Green,
Lucian Dade,
Clarence Buckner,
Nashville;
George Summery,
John Garnett,
Make Nelson, Jr., Gordon Nelson.
t + +
VERY PLEASANT.—Miss FalThie Barr,
a vivacious belle of the younger set of
Bowling Green society, who is visiting
relatives in the county, entertained a
number of her friends neat Huffman's
mill. In the party were:
Misses--
Lucy Edmonds, Belle Edmunds,
Jennie Barr, Annie Smithson.
Messrs—
Alex Boulw aro,
Ned Crabb,
John Winfree,
I Nick Thomas,
Earnest Anderson, John Thomas,
Hiram Thomas, Coulter Nesbit,
Clarksville.
t +
OPEN HOUSE.—The As-You Like-It-
Club will keep open house with Mies
Belle Moore, on New Year's day from 4
to 6 in the afternoon, and 8 to 10 in the
evening.
t
ARE THEY efeeitien?—The NEW ERA
told last week of the elopement and
marriage in Clarksville of a popular
Chriettan (empty temple, E. S. Fritz end
Miss Mattie Clark, The Fairview Re.
view Kaye :
"We suppose Ibis is the marriage of
Mr. Edward S Fritz, who lives near
here, and Mire Mettle Clark, of this
place, though the young people deny
the charge and insist that it was some
other couple. At any rate they have
been lovers for some time and it seems
there was some parental objection,hence
the elopement. Not knowing for cer-
tain who the young couple are, we are
prevented from say jag many nice things
about them we intended to say."
+ + t
MOORE—Rev. T. D. Moore, of Hop-
kinsville preaches at the New Liberty
Christian church next year. We have
never had the pleasure of hearing the
Rev. Moore, but it is reported that he is
one of the most successful evangelists of
the day.
+ + +
To MEET AND MARRY—Me$srs. Harry
Bryant and Torn Hartfield, of Bryans-
burg, Marshall county, passed through
the city yesterday en route to Russell-
ville, where they were to meet and wed
Mimes Susie Gilbert and Carr;e Towr-
quer respectively.
fit'
WEDDINGS—Here are a few Christmas
weddings:
Mr. N. B. Willoughly and Mrs. Dora
Warner were married the latter part of
last week at the home of the bride near
Johnson's Mill. The groom is a coal
dealer of Nashville, Tenn. The bride
is the widow of John Warner who was
killed when the Blumenstiel Carriage
factory collapsed.
Mr. R. T. Vaughn and Miss Ida
Cavanah, a popular North Christian
couple, were married Saturday.
Sunday morning at half-past ten
o'clock. Mr. sr. W. Boyd and Miss
Martha °Webb, who live at Crofton,
were married by Rev. R. T. Melton, a
minister of the Methodist denomination.
Mr. Albert Anderson and Miss Ada
Anderson, cousins, were married Mon.
afternoon at six o'clock at Pleasant
Green church, by Rev. D. J. McCord.
4 +4
ANNOUNCEMENT.—We are permitted
to announce the approaching nuptials of
Miss Bobbie Bayvharta the lovable and
accomplished daughter of Esq. G. E
Baynhaui, of Cadiz district, and Mr.
Thos. M. Bsker, a prominent and high-
ly respected young man of Caldwell
county, says the Cadiz Telephone. At
three o'clock on the 29th inst., at the
residence of the parents of the bride-
elect, the rites of matrimony will be
solemnized, in the presence of several
invited guests, by Rev. J. D. Fraser.
After the ceremony the twain will be
accorded a meet tion at the home of H.
H. Bakerefather of the groom to-le.
t t t
TUESDAY'S MARRIAGES.-41r. M. S.
Cayce and Mies M. 41. Beard, well-
known young people of South Christian
were united in marriage Tuesday
afternoon at 5 :30 o'clock at Olivet
church. Rev. Vaughn officiateed.
Mr. Sohn B. Martin, a prominent far-
mer of Elia School House, and Miss
Laura Sizemore, an attractive young
lady of the Sinking Fork neighborhood,
were married Tuesday at the bride's
home by Rev. Melton, of Croftem,
t t t
The State of Kentucky handsomely
entertained some of the inmates of the
Western Kentucky Asylum for the In-
sane Christmas night. A big Christmas
tree was erected in "Amusement hall"
and all the patients, whose condition
permitted, assembled there and had a
jolly good time. Mr. H. E. Wily acted
as Santa Claire Presents, candies and
fruits were distributed. Later on a
fine display of fire works took place in
front of the main building.
Dr. and Mrs. Letcher were presented
with a costly solid silver tea service of
five pieces, by the employes of the Wen.
tution, and Judge and Mrs. A. H. An-
derson were given a solid silver card repe
ceiver. The speeches of presentation
were made by Messrs. 0. H. Anderson
and t noon 
Saturday 
Chaa. Katiugrhdta.A y
the Commissioners
were entertained at dinner by Dr.
Letcher.
t + +
Mr. Douglass L. Lander, a leading
nwrchant of Pembroke, was married to
Miss Fannie Beard, Christmas eve,
at Franklin, Ky. The bride is a daugh-
ter of Mr. D. F. Beard, formerly post-
master at Pembroke.
t t t
The Chicago Candy Kitchen,on Ninth
street, owned by C. J. Manon, was dis-
covered to be on fire about 1 o'clock Fri-
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DEATH DID NOT PART.
A Strange Double Death
Near Trenton.
MRS. BURRUS' PLUCK.
Other Items of Were or Liss Interest to Hop-
kinsvills Readers.
A most distressing double (teeth oc•
(tarred near Trenton on the afternoon
of Christmas 'lay.
Mr. and Mrs. Tandy Foster, two of
most estimable people living in Todd
°aunty, died within a few mom Mad
each other.
Mr. Foster was out at the wood-pile
chopping his night's wood, when he
fell and became unconscious from a
stroke of apoplexy, it is thought.
He was removed to the house when,
after a few moments of suffering, he
expired.
His wife was standing near the bed
side. When told that he was dead, she
threw up her arms and with a low moan
fell to the floor and died instantly.
Mr. Footer was prosperous and promi-
nent. He was seventy-three years old.
His wife was fifty-five.
A Plucky Lady.
Mrs. Robert Burrus about nine o'clock
Friday night detecovered that a man was
prowling about her premises on Ninth
Street.
The fellow peered through a broken
glass in the kitchen window and when
he found out that he had been seen he
ran and hid behind the lattice work on
the back porch of the house.
Mrs. Burnes borrowed a pistol from a
next door neighbor. When she return-
ed the man ran, and she shot at him
and missed him. She could not tell
whether the fellow was black or white.
A Oracey Shooting.
Late last Friday afternoon, Bob and
Lawrence Bryan, negroes and brothers,
had a quarrel at Gracey about some
whisky
other.
Bob was shot in the arm and a
Crap Shooters.
Fri. night a crap game which was in
progress on the farm of Walter Ros-
sington, near the city. was raided and
three negroes, George Walker, Dan
Torten and :William Watkins, were
captured, They were fined $20 aud coots
en Judge John W. Breathitt's court this
morning.
COMPANY D. WILL DISBAND.
The Members Will be Mustered Out
Early Neat Week.
The "Latham Light Guards" will be
things of the past soon.
For over a year the orgateratinn has
been in a very feeble condition. Sever-
al attempt* have been made to revive it,
but intereet in military mutters seems
to have died completely out in Hopkins.
yule.
It is given out at Frankfort authenti-
cally that early in January the members
of the Third Regiment Kentucky State
Guard who make up the compau/g. lo-
cated in Hopkinsville and Henderson
will be mastered out, and in their places
companies will be mustered in at Ow
eusboro and Morgan field.
That rasping in tho throat is a fore-
runner of luuz irritation. In such
cases Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey gives
elmost instant relief. It is feet becom-
ing famous as a remedy for all affections
ef the throat and lungs.
L. & NeZarnings.
For the third week of Deeember,
1896, the gross earnings of the L. & N.
railroad were: freight, $315,610; passen-
ger, $73,725 ; miscellaneous, $26,170;
total, $415,505, which was a decrease of
$4,000 when compared with correspond-
ing week of 1893, a decrease of $18,-
010 from 1894, but an increase of $11.325
over 1893, and a decrease of $51,555 from
1%/2.
For the first three weeks ofDecember,
1896, the gross; earnings were: freight,
$991,175; passenger, I215,090; miscellan-
eons, $88 010 eotal,$1,289,275, which was
a decrease of $1,730 compared with tor-
resexmding period of 1895, but an in-
crease of $17,920 over 1894, an increase
$72,190 over 1893, but a decrease of $128,-
953 from 1892.
From July 1st 1896 to December 21st
1896—both dates inclusive—the gross
earning,' were: freight, $7,324,097; pas-
senger. $2,067,155; miseellaueous, $657,-
051 ; total, $10,048,303, which was a de-
crease of $205,325 from the
corresponding period of 1895. but an in-
crease of $306.476 over 1894, an in•
creasesof$750,147 over1898 but &decrease
of$1,023,967 from 1892. Mileage, 2,9e4.
Rheumatism Cured In a Day.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and
and pulling pistols shot at each Neuralgia radically cures in I to 8 days.
Its action upon the sysfem is remarkable
and mysterems. It removes at once the
negro cause and the disease Immediately des.
appears. The first dome trreatlo benefits;
named Gaither, a by-stander, was shot 75 cents • Sold by R. C. Hardwick Drug.
In the leg. Neither wound was serious rise Hopkinsville.
NO-cxr
HOME FOR HOLIDAYS.
Boys Who've Drunk From
"Rock Spring."
WELCOME VISITORS.
A Partial List of Young Men Who Are -In Our
Midst' This Week.
" 'Met pheisures anti palaces
Th,, they Iwo
If they've fr"hi "Ite.eksprinw"
They will %veneer hack home.
Frank Bell and Will Winfree were in
the city, the guests of relations. They
were accompanied here by Mr. Martin,
the accomplished city editor of the
Morning Sun, of Nashville. Mr. Bell is
regarded as the San's most efficient re-
porter. In spare moments he turns out
poems and literary productions of rare
merit. His story "The Last Link," re-
published in yesterday's San from the
New Orleans Cricket, is exceptionally
clever. Mr. Winfree's latent journalis-
tic talent is being rapidly developed and
he is sure to rise in the profession he
has recently adopted.
Harry Ware, who is in the city visit-
ing his parents, is engaged in the mer-
chant tailoring business in St. Louis.
He has the confidence of his business
associates, and has made a host of
friends. The establishment with which
he is connected is next door to thç, one
in which Bob Buckner is employed.
The handsomest "visitor to ehilsthatel
scenes" is McClure Kelly, the big an-
burn-Laired son of Mr. Walter Kelly
Young Mr. Kelly is a valued represen-
tative of one of the largest insurance
companies in the world. His headquar-
ters are at Atlanta, Ga. Sunday Mr.
Kelly sang at one of the local churches.
He has a base voice of marvelous sweet-
ness.
Harry Tandy, of Paducah, has been in
town several days. Here is another of
the several well-known young journal-
ists Hopkinsville has sent fourth to
prove that the pen is mightier than the
sword. He is identified with the Sue-
cess of the Paducah Register, the new
paper—and, by the way, one of the best
in the State—which the Leigh brothers
recently started in the capital of the
Purchase. Tandy is somewhat of 'poi-
inrian, too, and if Bryn'i had been elect-
ed he would have falleu into a downy
berth.
Col. Webster Clueinnatus De Bacob
The Cream of the Year
or Painting.
Buy only the  best paint. Cheap paint is dear at any price. Sherwin
Williams' is the best paint. Been sold in this country 20 years. All
-- pure stuff. $1.50 per gallon. Guaranteed to be chemically pure. 
Round Oak Heating Stoves
Are made of selected iron, all joints ground, guaranteed to keep fire all night and tc
last longer than any other stove made. We have ten different sizes in stock.
Majestic Ranges
These household joys cio their own talking. They cure dyspepsia.,'economizein fue
and make life a pleasure instead of a burdenen.
Full line of sporting goods, shells, fine cuttlery,
etc.
FORBES 8a BRO.
There Are Some Points
That Are Felt,
e
Fou Instance. Our Low Prices
—ON—
Building Material, Hardware, Paints, Oils and
Glass.
IA cSic.• EilitMEXIMELIMS
o IT 15 ,4 14cT
That low prices are created and maintained in
our store5 others may make them for a day or so.
We hold them down all the time with a firm
hand while you take the benefit.
All Our Bargains
Are Genuine.
We do not sell imitations. We tell of the bar-
gains all the time and back up the telling with
the bargains. Match our $5.00 suit, $8.50 over-
t coat or anything else that we sell if you can.
Mammoth Clothing & Shoe Co.
••••••,.... • •
Bell is back from an extended trip in
the interest of the largest clothing
house of Baltimore, which he is serving
as a traveling salesnian. His trip was
successful beyond his expectations.
Aside from being one of the cleverest,
Mr. Bell is one of the best "drummers"
on the-road.
Mr. Edward Boyd is "at home" and
everybody is glad to see him. He is in
business at Dennisou, Texas, and isn't
finding it a bit of trouble to keep the
wolf front the door, notwithstanding
that times are hard. The Boyd boys
have a way of always coming out on
top.
Ed Tandy has been shaking hands with
the legion °Nile friend's. He is located
now in Clarksville, Though, legally,
he is a citizen of Tenueasee—for he dots
his voting there—he still regards the
place of his birth as home, and comes
here as often as business permits.
Fred'k A. Wallcce came home for a
holiday but didn't stay long. He went
to Eddyville to make the prisoners there
have a good time.
Ed Witty, dressed to kill, has been
here several days. He is a resident of
Cairo. Ill., and is prospering. He lived
several years at Henderson and recently
he was in the hardware business at
Owensboro.
--
Mr. Jerry Tobin came over from
Nashville yesterday to spend the day.
He is doing well in every way. He is a
member of the firm of Bally & Tobin,
the largest merchant tailoring establish-
ment in the Rocky City.
_
Received His Quietus.
Saturday Sheriff Mc. J. Davis appear
ed in the county-court and produced
the Auditor's receipt for Christian( 
'outety taxes, showing that he had paid the
full amount of revenue charged to him
as sheriff for the year 1896 He request-
ed the court to permit him to make his
bond as collector of the county revenue
for 1897. This was done.
Death of • Kentucky Lady.
Mrs. Mary F. Alexander, who resides
near this city, received news a few days
ago of the death of her niece, Mrs. H.
C. Griffin, who died suddenly at her
home in Dade City, Florida, on Decem-
ber 14th. The death was a great shock
to the family, as Mrs. Griffin was in
perfect health.
Mrs. Griffin was Miss Fannie Lewis,
a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles T!
Lewis, who moved from this county to
Florida eighteen or twenty years age.
She was a slider of Mrs. Gabe Campbell,
of this county. About eleven years ago
she was married to Mr. H. C. Griffin, of
Dade City, Florida, and three children
were the result of this union—the
youngest one having been born only a
few hours before the mother passed out
from life.
Mrs. Griffin was a lovely woman and
was a great favorite with all who knew
her, and her death is deeply deplored in
the community where she had spent
most of her life and where her true
worth was known. She Was a devout,
conscientious, consistent christian, and
by her death the church of which she
had for many years been a member sus-
tained a great loss.
ELEGANT PRESENTS
Given to the Superintendent
and Steward
BY ASYLUM EMPLOYES
Shows the Donors' Esteem and Tes.ifies to
the Recipients' Fanrss.
The Christmas entertainment given
by Dr. Benjamin Letcher to the patients
of the Western Kentucky Lunatic Asy-
lum on last Friday evening was an ele-
gant affair and one long to be remem-
bered by:thoseen attendance. The pa-
tientsegreatly enjoyed their presents,
the music and the graphophone concert.
They heartily received each voealeselec
tion and seemed to frilly appreciate the
entertainment which Dr. and Mrs
Letcher had prepared for their special
benefit and amusement. Dr. and Mrs.
Let,cher are indeed quite kind to the in-
mates of the Asylum and never let pass
an opportunity to better and improve
their unfortunate condition.
The high esteem, kind feeling and re-
spect in which Dr. and Mrs. Letcher are
held by the employes of the institution
was shown in the gift of a very hand-
some five-piece, solid silver tea set. The
presentation on behalf of the employes
was made by Mr. 0. H. Anderson, and
Dr. Letcher replied in very kind words
and with very evident feeling of love
and kindness for his employes. Ac-
companying the above handsome gift
was the following written testimonia, :
Dr. and Mrs. Benjamin Letcher :—
We, the employes of the Western Ken-
tucky Asylum for the Insane, present
you with this token of our sincere re-
gards and in grateful appreciation of
your kindness towards us.
Wishing you a merry Christmas and
a happy new year, we are, now and
forever,
Your friends,
Mr. and Mrs. George Campbell.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Anderson, Mr.
and Mrs. Ithichard Coghill. Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Young, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Harvey, Mr. and Mrs. F. C Arvin.
Mimes Albina Alexander, Otis Lewis,
Jennie Gallagher, Mariat Lewis, A. B.
Cohran. Messrs. V. M. Williamson,
W. T. Courtney, Joe Waters, Toni Rol-
ston, J. M. Stevenson, Herman Polio,
N. J. Hays, 0. K. Weaver, Harry De-
hoe, Joe Duvall, H. L. Fulenweider,
Eugene Sullivan, John McSweeney, H.
E. Wiley, W. A. Dowell, Richard Pat-
tin."
The same employes also presented
Judge and Mrs. A. H. Anderson with a
solid silver card receiver. Mr. Charles
Knight, president of the Asylum Board
of Commissioners made the presAta-
non speech in his usual happy manner
and Judge Anderson replied.
Dr. and Mrs. Letcher and Judge and
Mrs. Anderson should well feel proud of
these handsome gifts which testify not
only to their fitness for the honorable
positions they occupy but also express,
in terms stronger than words, the great
respect and esteem in which they are
held by the employes of the Asylum.
There is nothing that causes women
greater discomfort and misery than the
ronatantly recurring Headache. Men
suffer less with headache. My wife's
health was very indifferent, having
Headache continually, and just two
packages of Simmons Liver Regulator
released her from all Headache and gave
tone and vigor to her whole system. I
I have never regretted its use.—M. B.DeBord, Mt. Vernon, Ky.
-
day morning and most of its contents
were destroyed before the. flames could
be extinguished. The buildingowned by
the Skerritt heir, was badly burned.
The fire originated from a defective flue
in the bake room. The total loss
amounts to sevieral ;hundred dollars,
partially covered by insurance.
t t t
Mead's. Walton Bryan and Buck An-
derson were victims of small boyeiRom
an candles, on the night of the 24th.
The former's face was badly burned,
and the latter's seek was injured.
t
Mr, John Humphrey, a wealthy busi-
ness man of Clarksville, Tenn„ and
Miss Lingle Logan, the pretty grand-
daughter of Mr. Ohiles T. Barker, one
of the wealthiest men in Christian
county, Were 11114111Pd Christina/ eve at
Kennedy, Ky. Elder Mobley, of the
Christian church, officiated.
$45
Leas drinking than customary on inch
a time was done Christmas Only one
or two intoxicated men were 'teen on
the streets.
THE TIME OF MEETING CHANGED.
Hereafter the Hopkinsville University
Center Will be Held Thursday.
The next regular meeting of the Hop.
kineville.Univeesity Association Center
will be held at McCarty Hall, Thursday
night, Dec. 31, 1896, at half past seven
o'clock. The time of meeting has been
from changed m Friday to Thursday
The subjects of the evening are Medo,
Persia, China and Japan. A very inter-
esting program has been prepared for
the discussion of these ancient coun-
tries.
All the members are earnestly re-
quested to be present .
ARemedy foi Flesh Wards.
Such as Cuts. Burns, Bruises, Scratch-
es, and the Bites of Animals, which
are commo* things, but Always
Painful and Often Dangerous,
1
And very fesir people escape their full
share of such wounds. Indeed, cuts,
burns and bruiees are of almost weekly
occurrence in nearly all families, for
"accidents will happen," on know.
and, what's mere, do happen, at home,
on the farm and in the shop. Ordinar-
ily, if inflammtition is kept down, and
the poison neutralized, the hurt heals
quickly.
Lightning Hbt Drape heals any kind
of flesh wound, and it reduces the dan-
ger of blood poison to the minimum.
Relieves neuralgia, sciatica, rheutos•
tic pain..
Sold by all druggist' and dealers in
medicine at 25C and 50e per bottle. Ns
relief, no pay. ,
In case, whore the pain is severe, or
the loss of blood hits induced faintness,
a dose or two of Lightning Hot Drepe
taken internally will be found of great
service. Mad n only by Herb Medicine
Co., Springfield, Ohio, 50 sire contains
2e2 times as miach as 25c size.
- 
- --41.•••••-
Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey keeps chil-
dren from coughing all night.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
VICTORIOUS CUBANS
Are Rapiclly Surrounding the
Citi of Havana.
A BANKER SUICIDES.
Chicago Ranks Going Into Ligaidation—Two
Freight Trains Run Together.
[SPEUIAL TO NEW ERA)
Key West, ! Fla., Dec. 28.—A cable-
gram just reCeived in this place trot
Havana says that great excitement DON
prevails in thiat city. The excitement
is due to the tact that the victorious Cu-
bans, with Gomez at their head, are
now rapidly surrounding the city of
Havana and have all the morning been
firing on the Spanish guards stationed
in the suburbs. The Spanish officers
are nervous 4t present, as they have not
yet been abki to ascertain with any de-
gree of accuttae7 the number of men in
the approaching insurgent army. The
Spanish are now doubling the guard on
the suburbs and taking every precau-
tion they can.
Gomez and his patriot armies have
been gradually and systematically ap-
proaching and preparing to closein upon
Havana rinde the assassination of Maceo
who was when killed "on hie way to
meet Gomel for the purpose of planing
a movemeht against the city.
The murder of Maceo ,and young
Gomez etirred up the Cubans
as nothing else on earth could have
done, and Made them more determined
than ever to take Havana and in
way strike Weyler a death-blow.
result of the present move can not
be foretold.
that
'rhe
now
THE BANKER SUICIDED.
[SirECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Chicago, pec. 28.--0:to Washmans-
dorf, the pievate .hanker whose bank
was among the number that failed in
this city twit week, committed suicide
at his home yesterday. His failure
was caused. by the failure of the Na-
tional Bank of Illinois, the president of
which institution lent out more than a
million and no half dollars to two of his
sons-in-law and two and a half millions
to an electric railway company without
any sort ofisecurity.
41LL LIQUIDATE.
[11PECI•L TO NEW ERA)
Chicago,' Dec. 2e —The Atlas bank,
one of the rlarge financial institutions of
this city, closed its doors this morning—
having deafided to go into liquidation. It
is said that the closing of this bank will
be followed latter in the day by the su-
spension of the Dime Savings Bank,
which is :closely connected with the
Atlas. The depositors of the Atlas will
be paid in full on presentation of their
checks, so it is said. The condition of
the Dime Savings Bank is unknown.
Frank q. King & Co., of Franklin,
Ky., easel that Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-
Honey MU taken the lead through that
section. Their write that it gives uni-
versal satisfaction and verify this report
by orderifig more.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick,
HOLT LYNCHED TO-DAY
Strung Up at the Court
House In Owensboro.
MOB WAS VERY QUIET.
The Bridal Mu-der 01 Officer Weitei Wit
Avenged des Morning
[SPECIAL TO NEW Rae]
Owensboro, Ky, Dec. WI.—
Holt, the negro who 'hot °Mese litg:11•
la Whitt*, was lynched hers this Miami
ing.
The mob conducted the hanging in a
quiet, business-like way and few oi) the
citizens, not connected with the lech-
ers, knew what had happed until break-
fast time.
Shortly after two o'clock, aboai two
hundred determined men went to the
jail and woke up the jailer. They de-
manded the keys, and, geeing that they
were not to be trifled with, he se -ren-
dered them.
Holt's cell was opened and the !negro
dragged out.
He was hurried, despite his iitiful
cries for mercy, to the court-house in
that yard he was soon dangling from
the short end of a rope.
Holt's trial had been in progresd since
Monday. .That he was guilty ne one
doubted.
The man whom Holt murdered was
Officer A. W. White, one of the most
popular men on the form. The tilling
happened in front of William Peiillips
saloon on Eower Fourth street.
White was killed with his own pistol,
which was taken from his pockele 1,y a
negro named Georg ..? Baakett, and hand-
ed to Holt. He was shot once in front
of and to the right of the left arm pit,
and also to the r.ght of and aboee the
left nipple.
A large crowd of negroes was .assem-
bled in front of Phillips saloon :rolling
for McKinley. White ordered taam to
clear the sidewalk. They obeyed him
reluctantly, and soon blocked tlati pave-
moo again. White once more crdered
them to disperse, when they *tat to
crowd in on him.
George Baskett, Ben Allison and Her-
man Banket caught White and held his
anus. Baskett got White's pew); said
handed it to Al! Holt, who erect the
fatal shots. All of the negroes then
fled.
George Easkett was captured shortly
before noon that day and lodged in jaiL
The other men were arrested later on.
The murdered man was unmarried
and about twenty-eight years old. He
was appointed on the police force last
January.
FLEEING FROM A MOB.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Paris, Ky., Dec. 28.—Jim Howe is
fleeing from a mob of infuriated men.
If he is captured his neck will sttrely be
stretched.
This morning Howe, who is a notor-
ious negro, was acting in a disorderly
manner and Officer Lacy, one of the
bravest and beet liked men on the police
force, went to arrest him.
Howe shot and instantly kiLed the
officer and then ran.
He was pursued by a posse of men
but succeeding in hiding from them.
Now the county is alive with ..search-
ing parties and the murderer is certain
to be found and is just as certaiii to be
lynched.
UNREQUITED LOVE:
SPECIAL TO NEW ERA
Lancaster, Ky., Dec. 26.—Albert
Coley committed suicide this morning.
The dead man was one of the most
prominent farmers in this section. For
some time he had been intenoely en-
amoured a beautiful belle of eels:rani
county. She spurned his silt. His
friends say that this treatment caused
Coley to take his life.
A VILLAGE DESTROYED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW mud.
New York, Dec. 28.—A press cable-
gram from Rome, via London. says that
the thriving village of Santa Ana, was
entirely destroyed by a landslide early
this morning. A few of the inhabitants
were fortunate enough to escape with
their lives, but the majority -of them
were buried by the dirt, as it dune upon
them so suddenly thot they had no op-
portunity to escape, 1 A large1 body of
workmen are busy kemoving the dirt
in hopes of finding some of the nuforts-
nated people alive.
A DARING LEAP.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Beaver Dam, Ky„ Dec. 28.—J. A.
Arrant, a prisoner in charge of a Depu.
ty United States Marshal, made his es-
cape yesterday by jumping from a mov-
ing Illinois Central train When near
this place. He had been convicted at
Memphis, Tenn., of counterfeiting and
the officer was taking him to.Columbus,
0., where he was to serve a two-years-
sentence. Arrant leaped through the
car window while the train was going
at fall speed. No trace of him Las yet
been found.
-KID" APCOY
[SPECIAL TO NEW Elie]
New York, Dec. 28 —A press cable-
gram just received from:Johanum Lure,
South Africa, via London, sari that in
a prize fight that took place there' Kid"
Metloy, the well-known American. eon
a five-thousand-dcalar-purse in a ten.
rounds fight with Billy Dougherty. Mc-
Coy had no trouble in whipping his op-
ponent. Considerable money had beeu
bet in this city on the result Of tun fight.
A FATAL WRECK.
[SPECIAL TO NEWER.]
Chattanooga, Tenn., Dec. 2e.—Thee e
was a serious wreak on the West#rn &
Atlantic railroad nearbere this morning
in which an engineer was nnt•
right ann five other tnenteen a • re lee
rionely and probably fatally here. '1 he
wreck was due to the endieriee of tww
freight traii.a, 1, th f wIt Ii wet ran
nieg at a high rate of sp vel at t to.iLt
they ran together.
..11011.0
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to sigrearticles , for a reception to Mr.
James J. Corbett. The chances ire that
-PUBLISHED BY-
Nat Era Printing & Publish' g Co 
they may yet have a reel tight.
HUNTER WOOD, President.
Of t ICE:-New Era Building, Seventh
Street, near Main, Hopkinsville. Ky.
43 1.00 A YEAR.
iMeeiveseat the po.toMee In Hopkinsville
all second--class mail matter.
.Friday, January 1, 1897.
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ADVERTISING RATES: -
One inch, first In.ertion  
8 150
One inch, one lllll nth.  
3 (Si
One inch. three months  
ii is.
One inch. sic months . . ......  
• 011
One Inch, one year .. . ... ... 
. . 15 to
' Additional rate* may be had by
 applica-
tion at the office.
Tr:untie* twiverti*Ing must be paid for
 in
advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
Oallected quarterly.
All advertisements Inserted without
 .4144,4--
lied time will be charged for until
 ordered
out.
Announcements of Marriages and Death
s.
not exceeding tiVo lines, and 
notices of
praisching published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of 
Respect.
aad other similar notices, hive cents 
per line.
- 
CLUBBING RATES: -
The Waticty N zw ERA and the 
following
paper one year:
Weekly Cincincinnati Enquirer.  
$1 35
Weekly St. Louts Republic
Send-Weekly ...lobe- Democrat.
Weekly NaehviLle an
some and Farm  
I 75
 
 1 75
1 75
 1 Si
COIJIIT DIRECTORY.
Ctscerr Cotner-First Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
litUARTT.RLY COURT-Second 
Mondays
in January, April. July and October.
Pewee COURT-First Tuesday in April
and October.
CoNerv Corer-First Monday in every
month.
Years frOm now will the Cleveland
doctrine be a leading feature in the con-
duct of our foreign affairs as the Mon-
roe doctrine has been? Well, not
much.
Hawaii is going to again knock at the
door when McKinley gets in the White
Heinle, and if Claud Spreckels accom-
panies her she will be pretty apt to re-
ceive a tumultuous welcome.
Municipal ownership of public con-
veniences is a subject that is now upper-
most in many of the large cities of the
country. It DI important as anyone
must se s who gives it a moment's
thought.
It is significant of the way the wind
is expected to blow after awhile that
Kentucky candidates for postmaster-
ships under McKinley first seek the sig-
nature of Senator "Bill" Lindsay to
their petitior s.
If white winged peace hovers elver the
province cf Pinar Del Rio as hei claims
it does, why does lien. Weylee travel
through there in an iron-clad car?
The French duelists should take a les-
sen from those titled Germans who re-
cently shot each other '•in the vicinity
of Stuttgart -which must be a very
bad place in which to be shot, as both of
the men are now in a hospital.
The St. Louis Republic says : "The
Louisville man who sold his mother's
grave has conferred upon Kentucky the
unenviable distinction of having the
meanest man that has been unearthed
up to this time. His name is Harper."
With banks breaking in every direc-
ticui the suggestion of President Cleve-
land's message that greenbacks be re-
tired and the business of supplying the
paper money of the people be turned
over to the banks as a measure of safety
sounds like a clumsy bit of satire.
An Indiana exchange says: " "This
passing around of confidence instead of
money is playing out. It neither buys
food, clothing or coal and is doubly sure
not to pay one's. McKinley is elected,
no on doubts that, but the promised
restored 'confidence' has absolutely
failed to 'blow in' at least around this
section of the L nited States. It may
possibly tome with the next cyclone."
Seven deaths at the hands of mobs is
a pretty black record for Kentucky to
make in one week. '1 he mobs of last
week placed a stain upon the name of
Kentucky that it will take many years
to efface. In most of the rases resort to
mob law was armee esary, was inexcus-
ible. This time the partisan Northern
prose will in a great meaeore be justifi-
able in its denunciation of the South.
New York City, following the exam-
ple of London, has been establishing
small parks in different parts of the
city, and has now sixty-one, embracing
4993 acres. The consolidation with
Brooklyn will add 1465 acres and twen-
ty-two miles of parkways. It is evident
that the park systems of large cities are
receiving increased attention, and that
new sections will not be built up here-
after without breathing spaces.
In sixty-four clays from now Grover
Cleveland will go out of office the most
cordially and generally disliked man
who ever left the White House. Dur-
ing the last three years a large majority
of the Democrats of the country have
been kicking themselves for ever having
voted for him for the Presidency, and
the fact that they did vote for him has
been a source of deep regret and morti-
fication to the% If the people had
known Cleveland in Ps92 as well as
they know him in 1896 Harrison would
have beaten him at least five million
votes.
"The Far East," a new magazine,
gives some astonishing statistice of sui-
cide in Japan. No disgrace attaches to
self-slaughter among the Japanese,
with the result that, on the average,
about 4,606 males and nearly 3,000 fe-
males commit suicide every year. In
the years under review-i. e., 1890-94-
14,799 men and 6,188 women hanged
themselves; 5,269 men and 6,825 women
drowned themselves; 1,234 men and 597
women performed •'the happy dispatch"
with knives or swords; 390 men and 32
women shot themselves; 266 men and
131 women took poison; and 1,)72 men
and 3-19 women killed themselves in
miscellaneous fashions.. July in partic-
ular, and the summer mouths in gener-
al, are, as in Europe, the favorite times
for suicide. Most curious are the
"-causes of suicide. It appears that 10,-
049 of the men and 7,72 of the women
committed suicide through madness;
5,338 men and 1,986 women euicided
' through "distress or grief regarding
means of living, or some misfortune";
2,610 men and 1,647 women through
"bodily suffering (sickness,"; 712 men
and 1,107 women through "love and
affection"; 1,036 men and 363 women
through "remorse and shame." The
rest of the analysis is too long to quote,
but it is curious to notice that no sui-
cides are directly attributed to what
Bacon called "niceness and satiety"-i.
e., ennui. Is this merely defective ana-
lysis, or do the Japanese not feel any
horror or weariness to do the same thing
so often? They are a wonderful people
the Japanese, but this readinesseto de-
sert their posts is not a healthy sign.4
$100 Dollars Reward $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at lean one
dreaded disease that tecience has been
able to cure in all its stage*, and that is
Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cars,. is the
only positive cure known to the medical
fraternity. Catarrh being a constitu-
tional disease, requires a constitutional
treatment. Hall's Catarrh Care is taken
Internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the sys-
tem, thereby destroying the foundation
of the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitu-
tion and meeting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors; have so mach
faith in its curative powers, that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any cane
that it faille to care. Send for list of
Testimonials.
Address, F. J. CHENEY & CO..
Toledo, 0.
Sold by Drugglets, 75c.
Mall a Family Pills are the best.
• 'A? " , • , •
V.
W lien t heepeople cry toCongreas"(live
US a rest !" it is not slang but sease they
utter. Sense, however, is frequently
wasted on Congress, as past experience I
only too well shows.
For a man who for a couple f years
violated or rather disregarded 
hIs
oath of
office as Attorney General of the United
States; Olney is at present making him
self very conspicuous.
The man who speaks of William Jou-
uings Bryan as a -has been" *ill find
out his mistake in lee°. Bryan will oc-
cupy the White House before lie is fi-
nally laid on the shelf.
Grover doesn't believe that the Sell-
ate Will attempt to cross his treicha, but
then Grover has been known ter be mis-
taken on several occasions, and he may
be this time-at leaet, it is to be hoped
that he is.
-i .
The newspapers and public Men speat
of it :is "Ca.etillian pride," but dam-
phule would be nearer the truth. If
the Spaniards had been possessed of
good old Ameriean horse sense the Cu-
ban trouble would never have arisen.
 
1
The reports from Cuba show conclu-
sively, that there are at present more
liars to the square acre in that country
than there are anywhere else in this
great big round werld. No two reports
sent from Cuba since the war began
have been exactly alike.
_ 
.
The Chinese keepers of opium joints
in St. Louis are having a hard time of
it. A number of them were a few days
ago fined large amounts, the fines held
up nod the men given twenty-four hours
in which to leave that city, but by what
law they were punished ld not very
clear.
These United States are about to lose
Willie Waldorf Astor, who will in the
very near future become a citizen of
Great Britain. The parting would be
less said-that is, we could lose Willie
with fewer heart throbs if he would just
leave part of his money on this side of
the puddle.
A careful statistician reckons that on
the average not more than eight men
heve been -slated" for each place in
McKinley's Cabinet, and not more than
six in each ca..* are "certain of appoint-
ment." But even this would give the
President a working force of constitu-
tional advisers.
MACEO STILL ALIVE.
The Gallant Soldier Rescued
By His Comrades.
The Tennessee Republicans have not
yet told the country what they expect
to gain by contesting the election of
Bob Taylor to the Governorship. When
they couldn't seat Evans, who had a
majority, two years ago, how can they
expect to seat Tillman, wile has not a
majority, this year?
Gen. Maximo Gomez is reported to
have crossed the Eastern teocha and is
heading for Santa Clara Province. The
crossing was made near Moron, in the
Northwest part of Puerto Principe and
close to the border of Santa Clara Pro-
vince. Though in his 73d year, the great
old man seems to be as full of tight as
ever.
The Pacific railroad lobbyists are to
uneasy about the prospect of the fund-
ing bill to come up in the House Jan. 7.
that they have followed Congressmen
out of Washington in order to talk to
them in favor of the bill during the re-
efts. The opponents of the bill are also
active, and the four days it will be un-
der discussion in the Molise of Repre-
sentatives are not at all likely to be dull.
The latest information from Madrid
is that the kingdom of Spain is tottering
to its fall. Without credit or internal
resources its colonial ware are drinking
up its life-blood. No neighboring pow-
er seems inclined to hold out a hand of
sympathy and the moaarchy cannot
live much longer under existing condi-
tions. Already the flag of the Repub-
lic has been raised in some of the South-
ern cities of the kingdom,
Mr. Bryan's speech at the banquet
tendered him by the Commercial Free
Silver Coinage Club of Lincoln is fully
up to the standard of his ante-election
efforts. Few men have ever spoken the
English language with the same direct-
ness, simplicity and force that charac-
terizes Mr. Bryan's speeches. He states
propositions so plainly that no one can
misunderstand them and conclusions
which follow are irresistible.
If the theory of that California man
that protection can Ix, gtiaranteed from
all' diseases be correct,. Death's only
chance to keep busy wieuld be througl.
accident and suicide. It is, however,
pretty certain that the Grim Reaper wilt
continue to do business at the old steno
and on the same old plain for a good
many years to come.
A Minneapolis paper printsra picture
aka citizen of that town who was held
up by foot-pads and robbed of some
chewing tobacco. It Was unnecessary.
however, for the paper to state that the
hold up took place in a very dark spot
-that would have goue without the
saying, for if the citizen really looked
like the picture, no foot-pad on earth
would have tackled him, if it had been
sufficiently light to have enabled him
to have seen that face. ,
The Chicago citizen Who has money
is in pretty hard lines just at present.
If he doesn't put it in bank, foot-pads
hold him up and get it or else burglars
break into his home and get it. If he
does put it in the bank, the president of
the bank lends it to his 4ons-in-law, who
lose it. By the way, Chicago seems to
be an excellent place in which to go in-
to the son-in-law pusitiess-that is for
any fellow who is lucky enough to win
the hand of a bank president's daugh-
ter.
_
If the President really has no power,
is a mere figure-head, ao Senator -Bill"
Chandler claims, why is it that so much
fuss was raised over the selection of
one recently? The trusts and combines
were most assuredly laboring under the
impression that the President had
some power, or else they would never
have spent millions of dollars to elect a
man who was and would continue to be
their tool. The truth Of the business is
Oat the President has 'most too much
power, the entire country would be bet-
ter off if he had less, and if Senator
Chandler were open tie conviction we
would be willing to bee that he wonle
come to the same conclusion beforeHan-
na had been in the White House
twelve months.
Although Senator Walcott is drafting
"a bill to carry into elect that plank of
the St. Louis platform On the subject of
international bimetalliiiii," it is pretty
safe to predict that nothing will be done
toward securing a larger use of silver
simply because the Wall street gang,the
trusts, cembinee and all other organi-
za4jons of capitalists are opposed to sil-
ver, and will not allo*the Republicans
to do anything that would' have a tend-
ency to restore the bittietallie standard.
The Republican leader ii will, however,
pretend to try to do soitiething for sil
v‘er so as to fool as niahy of the voters
818 1301Strible when tha; next campaign
comes on. The only *ay in which the
people of this country It ill get the le -
metallic standard reetered will be 1 y
walking up to the polls ia November
1900 and casting their ballot, for Wil-
liam Jennings Bryan flew:President,
WAS SHOT IN THE FACE
By the Traitor Zertucha. Who Had for Years
Pretended to Be the General's Friend.
• [SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Key West, Fla., Dec. 31.-eThe gal-
lant Maceo lives" is the joyful cry of
the Cubans. The first rumors were re-
ceived with incredulity, but details are
coming in that prove the truth of the
statement. Dolores Montero, the wi-
dow of Lino Mirabel,the insurgent lead-
er killed sometime ago, has just arrived
in this city, having been twenty-two
days coming from Jame She says that
she nursed Maceo for several days after
he was first shot. She says that he was
shot in the face by the traitor Dr. Zer•
tucha, who lkd him into the Spanish
ambnsh and who, after firing the shot
he intended to be fatal, made his escape
into the Spanish lines, where he was re-
ceived by Major Cirujeda, who, together
with the Marquis Ahumada, had hired
him to assassinate the patriot General.
She says that the ball entered Macro's
mouth and came out at the back of his
e(-k. Maceo was also shot in the stom-
ach by some other hired assassin of
Spain. The woman says that the bul-
let that entered the stomach fortunately
did not enter the intestines, and that it
is beliered that Maceo will be able 'to
take the field again befere the first of
February.
The woman says that when Maceo was
shot and fell from his horse his follow-
ers thought him dead-and so did Zer-
tucha,because he at once put spurs to his
horse and rode into the Spanish lines,
where he was received with open ariug
by the officers who saw the general fall
and who supposed him dead. As soon
as Maceo fell his men surrounded him
and, finding him alive,. spread the re-
port that he was dead in order that they
might be able to carry hint to a place of
safety without being pursued,* by the
Spanish, who were satisfied to think
him dead. These facts about his body
being borne from the field by his com-
rades correspond exactly, it will be no.
ticed, with the statements male by
Gen. Weyler a few days after the affair
occurred. Maceo's comrades under a
strong escort carried him to the Signe-
nea Hospital, where, tender the skillful
treatment of Drs. Fermin, Valdez, Do-
minguez and Pauchon Dominguez, the
Chief is now slowly recuperating.' The
Junta had most all of these facts from
several sources several days ago, and
now that they have been confirmed by
the widow who arrived here last night
no doubt of their truth now exists in the
winds of the Cubans here.
The woman says that Maceo's first
words when he was able to speak were
to order the capture of Zertncha. Zer-
tucha wrote the paper found on young
Gomez's body. Gomez was killed by a
bayonet in the hands of a Spaniard and
did not stab himself as the Spanish say,
Key Weft, Fla., Dec. 31.-Guanaba
con City is terribly excited over the
crimes the notorious elajor Fondevilla
is daily committing there. Families are
moving to Havana to get away from
him. The daily butcheries number
more than thirty. The facts are hard
to ascertain because the people are ter-
ror-stricken and afraid to speak. On
the day he took command he ordered
the Ruiz brothers killed; on the next
day a man named Zatolango: on the
third day Nunez and others; on the
fourth day, Moralez, eight years of age,
on the farm of Noria, and seven more
besides young Pastoriza, well-known in
Havana as a babe ball player. Every
night he has large numbers of people
taken from their beils and killed-peo-
ple whom he suspects of sympathizing
with the Cubans. The people killed are
bound and then slashed to pieces with
machetes and their bodies left lying in
a field near the city, where they are all
taken to be butchered. The families of
the butchered people are not allowed to
bury the bodies. No trial, not even a
semblance of a trial is given the people
whom Fondevilla determines to have
slaughtered. These things are all
known in Havana. Weyler and other
officers admit the facts, lint they do not
attempt to put a stop to the brutalty.
News has just been received of a
fierce engagement in Pinar Del R o
Gen. Rniz Rivera. with 800 men, de-
feated Col. Zegura, inflicting heavy
losses on the Spaniards, thirty of whom
are reported killed and over 100 wound-
ed.
During the fight Charles Dougherty,
an American citizen, strayed away and
was captured by Spanish troops and
slaughtered. A gold watch with his
monogram was found on his person and
is now in possession of Col. Zegiara.
ANONYMOUS LETTERS
BATTLE IN PROGRESS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Key West, Fla., Dec. 31.-1 :15.-A
dispatch has just been received in the;
city from Havana saying that a fierce
battle is now in progress in the province
of Pinar Del Rio, and that Weyler
claims to have the Cuban forces so sur-
rounded that there is no hope of escape
for them and that it will be the worst
blow he has get struck the insurgents.
The Cubans in this city, however, do
not believe that Weyler has the insur-
gents surrounded, because they
feel that Rivera is too shrewd
a strategist to allow himself to
be entrapped. They say that Weyler
may think he has them surrounded, but
that if it becomes too warm for the pa-
triots Rivora will draw off and lead them
away by a route that Weyler never
knew existed. During the whole two
years of the war the Cubans have never
allowed themeelves to be surrounded-
and it is not at all likely that they have
begun At this late day..
•-.1•4tr 4-
BRADLEY TO RESIGN.
Received By the Grand Jury The Tip Is Out, and
 it is
WITH A KNIFE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA ]
?Witt, Ky.sDec. qt.-
Bob Thisimas and Bill Holman, two
well-knob& citizens of this county,
fought with knives this morning, and
as a result Holman is now dead. Fu-
neral to-morrow.
and Mayor at Owensbor 3
CONTAIN THREATS
Of Vengeance in Case the Mob is not Indicted
and also in Case Ills Indicted.
HE WAS AN OFFICER.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, ec.• 31.-It has been
ascertained that Enrique Delgado, the
Aruerican under arrest in (Juba was an
officer on Gen. lincee'r staff.
Gladness Comes
Amith S better understanding of the
V transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish before proper ef-
forts-gentle efforts-pleasant efforts-
rightly directed. There is comfort in
the knowledge, that se rriany forms of
sickness are nut due to any actual dis
ease, but simply to a constipated condi-
tion of the system, which the pleasant
family laxative. Syrep of Figs, prompt-
ly removes. That is why it is the only
remedy with millions of flame lee, and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value health. lie benefleial
effects are !IMmito the fact, that it is the
one remedy which promotes internal
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, la order to get its bene-
ficial affects, to note wben eou pin--
chaise, that you have the geniiiiie arti-
cle, which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable druggists.
If in the enjoymelit of geed health,
and the system is regular, laxatives or
other remedies are tried not needed. If
afflicted with any actual disease, one
may be cammended to the most slcill:u1
physicians, but if in needeif a laxative.
one should have tne beet, and with the
well-informed everywhere, Syrup of
Jig. stands highest and is most largely
heed and fives must general satisfact
ion
BETWEEN THE DEVIL AND THE DEEP SEA
Owensboro, Ky., Dec. 31.-There is
considerable excitement in this city to-
day growing out of threats made in the
event of certain actions of the grand
jury now in session.
Many anonymous letters are being
received by officials of the city and
county. To day just before noon the
foreman of the grand jury received ail
anonymous letter Which was signed
"MOB." The letter contained several
blood-thirety threats of veugence that
would be visited upon each and every
member of the grand jury in case that
body returned an indictment against
anyone for participating in the lynch-
ing of the negro Holt, who slew
Officer White, and who was hung in
the courthouse yard in this city last
Saturday morning. The writer of the
anonymone letter received by the fore-
man said that he was a memter of the
mob and that he had consulted many of
the other members of it and that it was
decided that the letter should be writ-
ten and that he was directed to write it.
He said the mob had nothing against
the members of the grand jury, but
thatehey would not stand being indict-
ed.
About the same time that letter was
received this interning Mayor Hick-
man received a. letter saying that
unless. the grand jury does return in-
dictments against the members of the
mob, the town would be burnedeewould
be set on ere at various points. This
letter stated that the writer was a negro
and spoke for the negroes of Owens-
boro.
So it will be seen that the officers and
grand jury are in the middle of a bad fix
-like the gentleman who was between
the devil and the deep blue sea, they'll
be damued if they do and they'll be
damned if they don't. The Mayor and
the foreman of the grand jury have
talked the matter over, and they are in-
clined to think that maybe th3 matter
is a joke gotten up to frighten the pub-
lic, but still there is much fear that it
is not a joke. The members of the
grand jury say they will do their duty,
but what that will be is not kuown,
as it is not known whether they
have been able to find out pos-
itively the name of any man in the mob.
The grand jury will adjourn this eve-
ning-the time for which it WAS im•
panelled expiring then.
If there are any suspicious fires in this
city soon the negroes will certainly catch
fits, as the negro letter is. believed to
have been written in earnest.
Everybody hopes for the best.
ALL RUNNING.
[sesteae TO NEW ERA]
Maysville, Ky., Dec. 31.-Business is
on a boom here. All the factories in
the place are running and are working
extra time so as to keep up with orders.
Said to Come Straight.
AT A VERY EARLY DATE
It Is Climcd lie Will Step Down and Out of
the Chief Executive Office
;SPECIAL TO NEW ER si
Frankfort, Ky., Dec. 29 -The tip is
out, and it seems to come pretty
straight, that Gov. Bradley will at an
early date resign the office in which he
has failed so entirely to distinguish
himself. He has said several times re-
ci•utly that if he holds ou to the office
much longer it will kill him-and he is
The Best Way to Cure
Disease is to establish health. Pure,
rich blood means good health. Hood's
Sarsaparilla is the 0 ne True Blood Puri-
fier. It tones up the whole system,
gives appetite and strength and causes
weakness, nervousness and pain to dis-
appear. No other medicine has such a
record of wonderful cures as Hood's
Sarsaparilla.
Hood's Pill's are the best after-dinner
pill; assist digestion, prevent constipa-
tion. We.
WILLI.% 14 0. DRAM ET.
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J. P. 1:11A111KN,
_. 
otary Public Vitt istian CO.
not anxious to leave this world just yet.
The Governor says.' however, that there
is no truth in the report that he is to
get a foreign mission, but that on the
contrary he has written McKinley word
that he does not expect nor want any-
thing at his hands.
The Govei nor told a friend yesterday
that he intended to resign very R0011-
no matter what may be the outcome of
the political issues now at stake. He
says he cannot afford to hold on to the
place until he loses what little health lie
now has left-not for a dozen Governor-
ships.
Should Gov. Bradley resign the Gov-
ernorship before the expiratidn of the
second year of him term-the second
week in December, 1897. a special elec-
tion wouln have to be held to fill the of;
flee, but if he should not resign until
after that date the Lieutenant-Gover-
nor would succeed to the oftioe.
Gov. Bradlsy thinks that Yerkes will
be the Senator.
SEVEN HUNDRED KILLED.
Eseectee TO NEW ERA]
Washington, Dec. 30.-A cablegram
from Madrid to the Spanish Minister
here says that on yesterday the Spanish
troops that have been beseiged at Ma-
nilla, in the Philippine Islands, engag-
ed the insurgents in battle and that
they killed seven hundred of the insur-
gents.
The insurgents however have sent out
a report that thp 700 people killed by
the troops were not insurgents, but were
non-combatants-many of them being
oil men and women'. It is said the witr
being waged by the Spanish .14 a count-
erpart of the war they are waging in
Cuba.
Will Buy Tobacco.
J. B. Calhoon, of Heplinsville, has
rented the Parker & Brooks factory amid
will begin at mice to purchase tobacco.
-Dixon correspendeut to the Sebree
Herald. •
•11•-• 
The workmen often eats his lunch on
the mune bench where he does his work.
The offiee-man turns his desk into a
(tinning table. Neither gets the out of
doors exercise be need, neither teees
the proper time for eating. It is small
wonder that the digestion of 'both gets
on of order. In such cases Dr. Pierce's
Pletteliet Pellets come to their neeistanee
by aiding Dr,' are in taking care of the
food.
The cause of nine-tenths of. the sick-
nees of the world is conetipat ion. From
this one ea use. comes Ind igestion ; disor-
dera of the ittomeeh, liver eud kidneys;
biliousness, heatiaehes, fietialeuce,heart-
, burn, impurity of the blood and tha
serioce complications that fellow. To
begin with. conetipation be a little thing,
sled a little thiew will cure it. The
'Pleasant Pellets" are t'tiv, sugar-coat-
ed grannies. They will perfectly cure
i the worse case of constipation and indi-
gestion. If the druggist tries to sell
you some other pill that pays hirn great-
er profit, just thiuk of what will best
pay you.
QUARTELT REPORT
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CITY 4 BANK.
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J. H. Kugler,
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Artrs
65 and 75 ts
Load Pen ils 2c d.
Hooks a es 5c cd
Fam. Bibles
99c, $1.29, $1.73.
Large Oxford
Bibles $1.15.
Umbrellas.
Fancy handle gee-
cial 50c. Large
comfort 59c.
Blankets.
Gray 50c
Carpet tacks lc I,
6 teaspoons 30.
Rugs, C
$1.
Lamps-
15c
Chenille
$2,75
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Gilt Edin
Shoo Polish,
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Carpets
12c to 75c
per yard.
Shoe Lasts. 3
iron teats A.- stand
complete, 26,•.
Portrait. Free
. Ask for
Particulars.
I Six lamp wicks. 1,
Lamp burners, 4c
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] W. T. TANDY, Director.
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RECEIVING  DAILA
The largest and best assorted stock of
Pry Goods,
Notions,
Carpets,
Gent's Furnishings,
and
Ladies',
Gent's,
Misses
and Children's Shoes
Ever brought to Hopkinsville. We in-
vite your inspection and solicit your
trad, •
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SAVE NEY!
Sale 'Will Commence Satutrisy, San. Oth,
AND SEVENTY-
FIVE CENTS
for an all-wool gray Kersey
overcoat splendidly made and
Vi -1l W.411 II8f
A AND EIGHTY-
• FIVE CENTS
for an imported Beaver over-
coat, Italian - cloth lining,
worth a8.54).
C AND TWENTY
U FIVE CENTS
for an imported all wool Mel-
ton overcoat (brown) ele-
gantly made and tailored, is
offi•red by other houses as a
bargain rt $9.04.).
Sale begins Saturday,
January 9th.
$8 NDFIFTY CENTS
for title imported black Beav-
er overcoats, elegantly tail-
ored, regular price on these
goods $12.50.
$12 DITTY CENTS
for the finest imported Beav-
er and English Kirsey over-
coats, Clay Worsted and Co-
vert cloth lining. These
goods are sold by everybody
for $21) 00 to $22 50.
We have 8 overcoats, small
sizes, in light weight goods,
bought from the assignee,
that we will close out at 33/
cents on the dollar, of course
they won't last long. If you
wear a size 34 or 35 come at
once, great values.
$5,000 Worin of
• UNDERWEAR AND HATS
That we bought from the Assignee of Cox & Boulwa
re wil be sold at
MO:MEM 'Minim. XI ail f IF° rat. 7.?
. These goods are
nearly all good weight. Many of them are heavy
 winter weight and
some of them Spring weight. All of them are all
-wool and the price
on them will make you open your eyes in astonish
ment.
We Can Save You 50 Pcr Cent.
are overstocked on
lmen's suits, sizes 40, 42 and
144, and \yin offer some spec-
!1511 nducements, on these
,53 And Ninety-Nine Cents
-for a gr4mol all wool ',substan-
tial suit, in gray h.erseys,
wort i
And Twenty-
Five Cents '
for strictly all wool suits of
gray and brown mixed, Scotch
cassinteres, neatly .made and
I erfect titling, worth $10.
ON ANY PRICES QUOTED BY ANY OTHER HOUSE IN 
THE CITY. ami$15
Mir 
." .)01/11.0/24,
X
And
Fifty Cents
le finest imported Clay
teds, Tricot and Thibet-
suits, none better any-
e, they are perfect fitting
t her houses will ask you
or them.
 
ar______
In boys quits, 488 15-16-1 7
and 18 ye rs, we will otter
some great values to relTicT3"
stock-price them.
50 suits, in the above a:!es,
worth from $10 to $17.50 will
be closed Out at $7.50. If
you wear these sizes will save
you money.
75 chil4rens knee pant
suits, ages .4 to 9 years, worth
from $3 to, $6 will be closed
out. at the very low price of
$1.50.
GLOVES, SOX; handker-
chiefs aind underwear at
greatly !reduced prices.
50 muf$ers, worth from
75c to $3 will be closed out
at HALF RICE.
Sale begins Sa
January 9th.
••••••■••
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PERSONAL MENTION. THE 0. V. TO BE SOLD.
Mr. Richards to Leave-
Qliarles Mill.
CASKY CULLINGS.
Court Cases-A Fearful Ac- New Mail Schedule Causes
cident. Complaint.
MASONIC OFFICERS. 
NEWS TERSELY TOLD.
Pleasant Paragraphs Ind Pungent Pieces
Pertaining to Popu'ar People.
Rasiesens.- Mr. Virgil Richards and
his estimable wife (nee Mier! Clayton
Dam?) will go to Chicago during the
first month in the New Year to perma-
nently reside. Mr. Richards has with-
drawn from the firm of Dagg Ric-h-
ints. His failing health is the cause of
his removal from Hopkinsville. He has
tried the Climate of a number of cities
and finds that of Chicago the most bene-
ficial. Mr. and Mrs. Richards have
many friends and relatives in this city
who will be deeply grieved at their de-
parture.
+ + +
aina-e-Dr. R. Quarles Mills has ac-
cepted Incirative and pleasant employ•
meat in the appartments of the "New
York Deutial Association" at St. Louis,
Mo. He left here several weeks ago and
went to Cincinnati to take charge of the
office of a friend's during the short ab-
sance of the latter from the city. Re-
ceiving such a flattering offer from the
St. Louis establishment, he decided not
to return borne. All his acquaintances
wish for him all good fortune in his new
home.
++1.
Masost4-At the business meeting of
Lodge No 37,F. et A. M , the following
officers, who will serve daring the ensu-
ing year, were elected:
W. H Olvey, Worthy Master.
C. E. Graves, Senior Warden.
H. W. Tibbs, Junior Warden.
J. B. Galbreath, Secretary.
W. T. Tandy, Treasurer.
A. aa Cox, Senior Deacon.
W. R. Hale, Junior Deacon.
J. A. Edmunds 0
F. W. Buckuer Stewards.
John Yeniug, Tiler.
+ t t
VREELeND.-Mr. Graham Vreeland,
of the Lohisville Courier Journal, is in
the city in the interest of his paper. He
is one of the brainiest of the younger
journalists in the South. As staff cor-
respondent of the Courier-Journal he
has had many important assignments
entrusted to him, and has never failed
to do his work we 1.
+ + +
Beamitam -Mr. Will Bramham. who
has been in the service of the L. & N
railroad for several years, has decided
to adopt a profession and will cora-
mense the study of law. He will begin
reading this week under Judge Joseph
I. Landes.
t + +
Wisaxges.-Banke Winters, who is
well-known here personally as well as
professionally, and who was express
measenger on this division of the L. &
N. a number of months, is now featured
as co-star with Keene, the magician.
The company is making a southern
tour.
+ + +
NEKLY.-Mr. Will B. Neely,
young attorney, left Monday for
Santa Fe, New Mexico, and will be ab-
sent from Hopkinsville a month or
longer. He is off on professional busi-
ness connected with the settlemeut of a
large estate.
+ + +
Toon.-Prof. B. E. Thom, Rho had
charge of the school at Church Hal last
year, has associated himself with Prof.
Smith, of Trigg county. They will
teach a subscription school in Cadiz.
t + +
McRaE.-Mr. K. McRae and family,
of Hopkinsville left a few months ago
for St. Louis, where Mr. McRae expect-
ed to locate, but becoming dissatisfied,
returned to his State last week and has
bought a nice residence in Fairview,
where he and his family will perhap
locate for life, says the Fairview Re-
view.
+ + +
GUNN-On the first day of the new
year Mr. T. W. Gunn will take charge
of the Cadiz Hotel, succeeding in it.
management Mr. and Mrs L. Dunn and
Mite Jusie White. says the Cadiz Tele-
phone. Mr. and Mrs. Dunn will take
rooms at the hotel, and Miss Joke will
return home, Mr. Gunu is an experi-
enced hosteler, and with the expert as-
instance of Mrs. Gunn, his estimable
mother, the traveling public and others
will be, as they have been under the
care of their predecessors,well and com-
fortably cared for.
444
Mesons-Charlie Morris is again in
charge of Hotel Latham cafe, and the
drinking public is tittering devout
thanks. Aside from being one of the
cleverest, Morris is at out the most cap-
able drink-mixer in this section of Ken-
tucky, and is sure to increase the pa-
tronage of any place with which he may
be connected.
444
Werreow-Duserrr-Mr. Henry C.
Whitlow and Mies Flora E. Durrett
were married Wednesday in the presence
of a large gathering of friends and re-
latives.
The scene of the nuptials was the
Baptist church at Casky. Rev. W. R.
M. Cramp, a Presbyterian minister pro-
nounced the ceremony.
The bride is one of Christian county's
fairest daughters and attractive. Mr.
Whitlow is &successful young merchant
of Casky. He is a son of Mr. W. H.
Whitlow, the well-know fruit farmer.
,
Wznoteos.-alies Bobbie Braynham
and Mr. Thos. Baker, both prominent
Cadiz people, were wed Wednesday
night.
There is to be a surprise among the
Jewish circles in the way of a marriage
at Henderson soon.
Mr. John B. Martin and Miss Laura
Sizemore, a prominent couple, were
married at Crofton yesterday.
+44
Havae-Cox.-At seven o'clock last
evening at the home of the bride's par-
ents on East Seventh street, Mr. F. A.
Hayes and Miss Daisy Cox were marri-
ed.. Rev. Henry C. Settle, of the Meth-
odist church, officiated. The groom he a
son of Mr. Smith Hayes, a prosperous
farmer who lives near the city, on the
Butler road, and the bride is the pretty
daughter of Mr. Milan ox. The young
couple drove at the conclusion of the
ceremony to the home of the groom's
parent's, where an elegant supper was
served. To-day a dinner will be given
in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Hayes at the
residence of the bride's parents.
Awarded
Highest Honors-World's Fair,'
•DR;
i;JC
CREAM
BAKING
PO
MOST PERFECT MADE.
A pore Grape Cresm of Tartar Powder, Fre*
Iwo Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant,
• 
TILUIS TNII STAMM.
•• a:a:77.4:1
Garnett & Moore Dissolve-Woman Fatally
Burned-All News of the Town.
The 0. V. Will me Sold.
The decree ordering the sale of the
Ohio Valley railroad was entered some
time yesterday in the Federal Court by
Judge Barr.
The upset price has been fixed at $1,-
030,000, and the sale is required to be
'made on or after June 1, Its96. The
Ohio Valley runs from Evansville, Ind.,
to Hopkinsville, Ky.
The litigation has lasted for two
years. The Central Trust Company, of
New York, is the trustee for the first-
mortgage bondholders.
Judge John Roberts and James
Quarles were named as commissioners
for the sale of the road, which is to be
at Henderson, Ky., on or after June 1,
1897.
A Good Showing.
Elsewhere in to-day's issue of the
New ERA appears the Quarterly State-
ment of the condition and business of
that famous old financial ivatitutionahe
Bank of Hopkinsville, at the head of
which is Mr. J. Edgar McPbersona.who
enjoys a most inviablereputation as a
safe, reliable and wide awake banker.
While a great many banks all over the
country are doing little business at
present, the statement of the Bank of
Hopkiusville shows that it is in a very
prosperous condition and that its busi-
ness has not been effected by the hard
times. Read tha statement.
Cut His Cousin.
A sensational cutting scrape occurred
at Princeton between two cousins, Char-
lie and Jim Gentry. It is said that
Charlie had been working for Jim, and
when they met Charlie demanded his
pay. Jim refused to pay on Sunday,
and Charlie told Jim that if he did not
pay the money immediately he would
is hip it out of him. Jim again refused,
but said he would pay the money to-
day. Charlie then took out his knife
and began to carve Jim, cutting him in
the neck, across the back and on the
muscle of the right arm. It is thought
the wounded man will recover.
The Planters Flourishing:
We print this evening a quarterly
statement of the condition of the Plan-
ters Bank, of this city, made at the
close of business on Saturday, Dec. 26,
1b96. The' statement shows that the
Neuters has pursued the even teller of
its way during the "dull times," not
only holding its own, but increasing its
business. This, however, HI not strange
when it is remembered that its officers
are not only popular but stand among
the leading business men in this end of
Kentucky.
Carpenter's Good Job.
.1 Mr. D. R. Carpenter, recently of this
lefty, the well-known life insurance
the man, formerly with the aE
tna Company
for twelve years, two of whica were
spent in Nashville, has severed his con-
nection with that concern and will
after Jan. 1 assume the position of as-
sistant manager for Tennessee for the
Union Central Company, of Cincinnati.
under Manager Yowell. Their office
is in the Chamber of Commerce, and
the Tennessee agency does a good busi-
ness,
The First National.
We publish in this issue a statement
of the First National Bank, of this city,
which shows that institution to Ise flour-
ishing even beyond the most sanguine
expectations of the men who about
twelve years ego organized the concern.
The business of this bank shows that it
possesses the confidence of the public to
a degree that is exceedingly flattering
to the officers who have charge of its
affairs. Read the statement.
A Horrible Accident.
Two children of John King, colored,
living near Fredonia, met with a horri-
ble death. The children were driving
a wagon loaded with wood when the
team became frightened and ran away.
The wagon was turned over and the
ehildren were crushed to death under
the wood. The remains were taken to
Princeton to Jaily King, an uncle of the
unfortunate children, who were only
ten and twelve years old respectively.
Tbe City Bank.
Ever since it first opened its doors for
bareness the City Bank has enjoyed a
liberal share of the patronage of the
business men of this community, and it
is entitled to all the business it has got-
ten. The City Bank is managed by able,
conservative, wide-awake, honest bust;
ness men, and the statement of its con-
dition published elsewhere in this paper
shows that the public is aware of that
fact.
40-
Insurance Firm Dissolves.
Metiers. Walter Garnett and J. S.
Moore who have been doing business a
number of years under the firm name
of Garnett & Moore, have decided to
dissolve partnership. Mr. Garnett will
continue in business at the old stand.
Mr. Moore will open up a new office in
No. 8 of the Thompson block.
Burned to Death.
"Aunt Net" Tillman, an old colored
woman eighty years of age, was burned
to death in the Eastern portion of the
county Monday.
Her clothing caught from the fire
place in her room and she was so badly
injured that death resulted in a few
hours.
• Rev. Spencer Called.
Rev. L. 0. Spencer, of Princeton, has
been called to take charge of the Sec-
ond Presbyterian church, in Henderson
and it is quite likely that he will accept.
Rev. Spencer is well-known in Hopkins-
vita He has conducted several pro
traded meetings here.
NATTERS IN YABIETY.
FOR RENT.-Two cottages for rent.
Apply ta, H. HOPPER.
FOR RENT.-A nice 2 room house
with garden, coal house, cistern, etc.
Apply at this office. it
FOR RENT :-Residence on Clay
street between 14th and 16th. Apply
to E. L. Foulke. tf
Stoves at the big store. (Racket.)
$1,000.00 Knabe Concert Grand Piano
will (sell at a special bargain of $350.00.
Apply GEO. SMITH.
Phone 81-3.
MARRIAGE EPIDEMIC.
Shooting Scrape-- Hog Stealing Leap Year
Party Personal Poin S.
Cusky. Ky., Dee. 30.-Since the new
mail schedule went into effect there has
been much complaint about delayed
mails. Only once a day mail arrives
here, the other Collies at night too late
for distribution.
Harry Page and Will Wagner, both
colored, had a shooting ssrape Friday.
No one hurt.
Thieves took several hogs and turkeys
from M. F. Winfree a few nights ago.
Henry C. WhitloW and MISS Florrie
Durritt will be married at the Baptist
church here Dec. 30th.
•
Notwithstanding the hard freezes
lately the winter wheat crop looks very
favorable yet.
The young ladies of Casky gave a
leap year candy pulliu' at the Grange
Hall Tuesday night.
Mr. W. H. Whitlow has moved into
the -Maxesaliouse" and will occupy it
as a residence next year.
Marriage seems epidemic in this lo-
cality just now. Joe Jackson and R.
H. Burt have joined the ranks of happy
benedicts and Harry Whitlow and Will
Moseley following a close second.
Sam Gibson has moved from Casky to
the country to live.. Mr. Joe Jackson
and his wife will move into the dwell-
ing vacated by Mr. Gibson.
Mr. Turner, who lately purchased the
Whitlow orchard, moved into the main
dwelling this week.
More "movers" have passed up and
down the Nashville pike this year than
for any three years past. As a general
thing they seemed provided with good
teams and outfits.
Happy Ben Carroll. of the Fairview
neighborhood, was at the station Satur-
day.
"Col." Yancey is the very proud and
happy father of a twelve pound Loy.
Miss Ora Cox, of Hopkinsville, is the
guest of Miss Ida Winfree.
Rev. Will Kendall, of Waco, Tex.,
visited friends here last week.
R. B. Bowles and sister, Miss Georgie,
spent Thursday in the Hopkinsville.
Dr. Moseley, Tom W. Garnett, Chas.
Garland and Press Wartield attended
the Jackson-Chilton wedding last week.
Mr. Claud S. Hancock spent Monday
in Hopkinsville visiting friends and
relatives.
A Pretty Wedding.
HowELL, KY., Dec. 29, '96
The marriage of Mr. G. W. Buchanan
and Miss Ida Dixon, which took place
at OlivetChurch,was one of the prettiest
ever is itnessed there. The groom who
is a prominent young farmer, was attir-
ed in a handsome suit of black cloth.
The bride, who is the daughter of Mr.
N. B. Dixon, of this place, was attired
in white satin trimmed in pearl pas-
samentarv and lace. She carried tithes
of the valley.
The maid of honor was attired in
white (voluted, satin and lace. She
earned white carnations.
The other maids were dressed in white
silk chiffon over dresses. The lady at-
tseudauts were Misses Mary Manson, of
Clarksville, maid of honor, Fannie
Boyd, Bessie Leavelallettie Knight and
13oewell Wilson.
The gentlemen attendants were dress-
ed in black cloth suits. They were as
follows: J. N. Dixon, the bride's broth-
er, (best man) ; Peter T. Fox, R. G.
Lyle, T. J. Nuckols and Geo. McKnight
The ushers were W. L. Terrell and Ed-
ward Willson.
The church was handsomely decorat-
ed with holly and mistletoe. The cere-
mony was eerfomed in a beautiful and
impressive manner by Rev. W. II.
Vaughn.
After the ceremony the entire bridal
party were driven to the handsome re-
sidence of Mr. J. J. C. McKnight, where
they were tendered a reception. The
supper was served in five courses, after
which the party retired to the beautiful
parlors of Mrs. McKnight, where they
spent the evening. On the following
day the party was entertained at the
residence of the bride's father.
The young couple received many
handsome and valuable presents from
their many friends who wish them a
long, useful and happy married life.
A Man
Can not be well-dressed unless he
wears collars, cuffs and shirts done by
a laundry and the Hopkinsville Steam
Laundry is filling the most needea,done
up to a Queen's taste.
Cleaning and Repairing
By FOWRIOITE, "the tailor and cutter.'
Suits made from  . $15 to $60
Pants made from  $ 4 to $15
Remember -the secret of getting a fit
in a snit of clothes made to order is to
have a tailor take your measure. Bridge
street, opp. New Era.
A Valnable Preseriptioe.
Editor Morrison, of Worthington,
Ind., "Sun," is-rites: "You have a val-
uable prescription in Electric Bitters,
and I can cheerfully reoommend it for
constipation and sick headache, and as
a general system tonic it has no equal."
Mrs. Annie Stehle, 2625 Cottage Grove
Ave., Chieago, was all run down, could
not eat nor digetinkrod, had a tackache
which never left he and felt tired and
weary, but HU bottles of Electric Bitters
restored her health and renewed her
strength. Price 50 cents and $1.00.
Get a bottle at R. C. Hardwick's drug
a'ore.
Toys, toys, toys, at the big store.
The Racket, the big store, for rugs
and Chenile curtaius.
Why not profit by the experience of
others who have found a permanent
cure for catarrh in Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Everything in cheap and medium
priced idiom at the big store, The Rack
et. (We sew them up free.)
&oyes, get prices at the Bridget.
Genuine Smyrna Rugs, 619 feet for
$8.50 at the Racket.
Pianos and organs at reduced prices
for the next thirty days on easy month
ly payments. Lizo. H. SMITH.
I Phone 81-4 d tt
Dr. K. N. Fruit, dentist, office over I
May 13 '96 1
'014 Bonk.
a
Sur-
prising
results
follow the use of
Clairette Soap.
It tnakfis clothes
whiter and
washes them
better-with
less work, in
less time, at
less expense. g
.a
CLAIRETTE
SOAP
a pure soap, a good soap, tr.
economical soap.
Made only by
The W. K. Fairbank Company,
it. Louis.
.4.44otine.-4-440.4.44
TOOK MEAN REVENGE FACTS FOR FARMERS
- -
Anderson's Big Store De- Notes Interesting to Tillers
stroyed Last Night. of the Soil.
ITEMS OF INTEREST. LIVE STOCK MARKET.
HopkInsville Stories Picked up By Reporters
and Grouped for Quick Persual.
The general merchandise establish-
ment of E. H Anderson at Newstead
was destroyed by fire Wednesday night
or early Thursday morning.
The store was one of the largest in the
county. The building and stock were
valued at $7,500. There was $4,800 in-
surance on the place, carried by Garnett
& Moore, and Oaths & Wallace.
It is reported that the fire was of in-
cendiary origin. A short time ago Mr.
Anderson, the owner of the store, cap-
tured a negro who was trying to rob the
cash drawer. It is said that friends of
the burglar, who is in jail in this city,
set fire to the house for revenge. The
source of the fire will be thoroughly in-
vestigated and if it proves to be incen-
diary every possible effort will be put
forth to capture the fire-bugs.
-
THE MODERN MOTHER
Has found that her little ones are im-
proved more by the pleasant Syrup of
Figs, when in need of the laxative effect
of a gentle remedy than by any other,
and that it is more acceptable to them.
Children enjoy it and it benefits them.
The true remedy. Syrup of Figs, is
manufactured by the California Fig
Syrup Company only.
Birds Now Protected.
After to-day the birds will be protect-
ed by law. The fields are full of hunt-
ers to-day.
The times of open seasons in Kentuc-
ky as set forth in the revised statutes
are' as follows:
Deer, Sspt. Ito March 1.
Squirrels, Jnne 15 to Feb. 1.
Turkeys, Sept. 1 to Feb. 1.
Wild geese and ducks, Aug. 15 to
April 1.
Woodcocks, June 20 to Feb. 1.
Quail and pheasants, Nov. 13 to Jan.
1.
Doves. Aug. 1 to Feb. 1.
Meadow larks and other insectivorous
birds and song birds protected. Sunday
shooting is at all times prohibited.
Fined for Fighting.
Walter Clark, colored, and a negro
from Christian county, Ky., named
Moss, were fined this morning by Act-
ing City Judge Caldwell, for fighting,
Clark's being $7 and Moss $14. Clark
went to the work-hoilse.-Clarksville
Chronicle.
•
Rev. Lawson Will Preach,
Rev. J. M. Lawson, presiding elder of
the Russellville district, will preach in
the Methodist church to-night.
Administration of the Lord's supper
in connection with Sunday morning ser-
vice.
Will Preach at Antioch.
There will be services out at Antioch
at 11 o'clock next Sunday morningJad
nary, 3rd, 1897, conducted by Rev. S.M.
Griffin. There will doubtless be a large
attendance.
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For Sale.
Two excursion tickets for Texas good
for return till January 21st. Will sell
cheap or trade for stack or good string
wagon. Apply to JOIN YOUNG.
When your stomach begins to trouble
you it needs help. The help it needs is
to digest your food, and, until it gets it,
you won't have any peace. Stomach
trouble is very distressing, very obsti-
nate, very dangerous. Many of the
most dangerous diseases begin with
simple indigestion. The reason is that
indigestion (not digestion, not nourish-
ment) weakens the system and allows
disease genus to attack it. The anti-
dote is Shaker Digestive Cordial.
strengthening, nourishing, curative. It
cures indigestion and renews strength
and health. It doess this by strengthen-
ing the stomach, by helping it to digest
your food. It nourishes you. Shaken
Digestive Cordial is made of pure herbs.
plants and wine, is perfectly harmless
and will certainly cure all genuine
stomach trouble. Sold by druggists
price ten cents to $1.00 per bottle.
Dr. King's New Discovery for Con
fumption.
This Is the best medicine in the world
for all forms of coughs and colds and
for consumption. Every bottle is guar
anteed. It will cure and not disap-
point. alt has no equal for whooping
cough, asthma, hay fever, pneumonia,
bronehitis, la grippe, cold in the head
and for consumption. It is safe for all
ages, pleasant to take, an:1, above all, a
gime cure. It is always well to take Dr.
King's New Life Pills in connection
with Dr. King's New Discovery, as they
regulate and tone the stomach and bow-
els. We guarantee perfect satisfaction
or return money. Free trial bottles at
R. C. Hardwick's drug store.
Regular size 50 cents and $1.00
PREFERRED LOCALS.
Notice.
All parties indebted to J. M. Bal-
lard are requested to call on me at once
and make settlement, otherwise I is-ill
be compelled to place the claims in the
hands of an officer for collection.
J. D. Ruesnat„
cl4twIt Assignee of J. M. Bullard.
Cloaks and capes at
half price at Richards
& Co.
Box Paper at 1-2 halt
price at Hardwick's.
We offer our entire
line of cloaks and capes
at half price.
Richards & Co.
Soap at special prices
at Hardwick's.
We offer our entire
line of Ladies' Hats and
Bonnets at cost.
Richards & Co.
All Jewelery of all
kinds at 1-2 price at
Hardwick's.
Buy your millinery
from us. We offer it to
you at cost.
Richards & Co.
Diamonds at special
prices at Hardwick's.
A $10.00 Cloak for $5.
This is the way we of-
fer hm to you.
Richards & Co.
Hardwick will sell
Diamaids as long as
his present stock lasts
at 6 per cent.
Roger Bros. Tripple
Plate Knives and Forks
at special prices at
Hardwick's,
-
The Tobacco Market Here and Elsewhere
Correctly Reported.
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
Reported by Louisville . Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards.
Louisville, Ky.. Dec. 30, 1398.-Cattle
-Receipts of cattle were light and were
of ii.ferior grade stock. Transactions
went on slowly at Monday's prices,
whir h were steady. Demand was well
distributed between the different grades
and all found takers by the close. Lo-
cal butchers were the only buyers.
Shippers were in the markets but found
nothing good enough for their purpose.
Calves -The calf market was slow
undi r light receipts of poor quality.
Trading was at yesterday's values,
which are re-quoted. Clearance was
made.
Extra shipping  $3 904 4 25
Light shipping  0104 si
Hest butchers   a004 a PC)
Fair to good butchers  754 350
Common to medium butchers  1 504 Ito
Thin, rough steers, poor cons
and scalawags  004 1 50
Good to extra oxen  5 004 50
Common to medinm oxen  1100 275
Feeders  404 3
Stockers   2 154 3 25
Hulls I 504 ',no
Veal calves   21114 4 2.5
Choler mulch cows  th im5a,a5 Ito
Fair tO good 'Mich cows  15 004215 00
Hogs -The hog market was late in
opening. After the receipts of unfavor-
able reports from other points trading
went on slowly at $330 for good stock
of all weights except pigs under 120
pounds, which brought $3 15(d3 2.5. Lo-
cal packers bought the medium and
heavy weights and shippers took the
lights. The supply of stock was of aver-
age size for Wednesday and of fair qual-
ity. The bulk of the offerings were
light weight hogs.
Choice packing and butchers. 225
*Orb. $3 130
Fair to good packing. 1140 to SOO lb 1451
Good to extra light, MO to Itit/tb 30
Fat shoats. 1211 to lau 3 31
Fat shoats. 100 to 120 lb  3 'Leta 25
Houghs, 150 to 441111b  2 5002 75
Stockers  2 Stag,: 75
Sheep and Lambs.-Sheep and lamb
receipts were light and of poor quality.
A fere choice receipts were in, but no
extra lambs were on sale, and quota-
tions for extra lambs are nominal. The
market was steady under good demand
for shipment. The pens were cleared.
Good to extra shipping sheep  $2 1a VsI2 75
Fair to good 
'''' 
2 0042 55
Common to medium 1 ism.2
Bucks  I 5042 25
Esti lambe .............. ....... 754
Fair to good   14 254.3
Mrdiuiii butcher lambs ... 2 toes it)
Tail ends or culls 
THE LOUISVILLE MARKET.
The following report is furnished ex-
clusively to the NEW ERA by Glover &
Durrett, Louisville Tobacco Warehouse:
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 2,647 hhds., with re-
ceipts for the same period of 1,175 hhds.
Sales on our market 'since Jan. let
amount to 165,649 hhds. Sales of the
crop of 1895 on our market to this date
amount to Ial,S77 Mids.
The sales this week included 16 hhds.
of new dark tobacco mostly of very poor
gnu:ay. A few hogsheads were sold
from $4 50 to $5 60 per hundred for med-
ium leaf. The total sales of new dark
tobacco on our market to this date
amounted only to 36 hints. which does
not give an opportunity of quoting the
different grades of new dark tobacco
with any accuracy. The offerings of
the week included 473 hhds. of old dark
tobeicco. The medium to good grades of
leaf sold fairly well compared with re-
cent values but the lugs continued des-
perntely low and difficult to sell.
The following quotations fairly repre-
sent our market for dark tobacco 189a
crop:
Trash  $1 00 to $1 2a
Conanon to medium logs. I 00 to I 50
Dark rich lugs, ex' quality 2 00 to 8 50
Common leaf   8 00 to 4 00
Medium to good leaf  4 00 to 5 00
Leaf of extra length   6 00 to 7 00
Wrappery styles  700 to 10 00
BROKER BOALES' REPORT.
Quality about same as for some time
past, being Common to Medium grades.
Condition good. Prices a shade lower
all around. Offerings on breaks only
106 Idols, but considerable lots of Lugs
and Low Leaf being sold privately in
lots. Shipments going out steadily. A
fesi hhds of new crop offered, showing
up very common colory, light bodied
tobacco.
Receipts for week
Receipts for year  
Sales for week
eat, Pi for year
Offerings for week 
65 Hhds
91,325
124
18,907
150
110FKINt VILLE QCOTATIONS.
LUGS.
Contmon
\faunal
Good ....  
LEAF.
 
 1 00ei 1 75
2 00(a 2 75
 
 
000.4 00
Common   3 00ra 4 60
Medium .4 504e. 7 00
Good   . 00(a 10 00
SIIORT
Medium
Gaol
6 0001,8 00
00(a 10 00
STOGIE WRAPPERS 
Medium .6 00ei 8 00
Good   . 8 00(a 1000
SPINNING LEAF 
Medium
Good. 
Lugs
Leaf
Lugs
Leaf
5 00(4 700
7 50es 900
SN'UFF.
 
2 006i 4 00
3 604(15 00
$MOICERS.
.1 5001 300
.8 00e! 5 00
SAW WOOD.
Every farmer who burns wood even
partially for heating and cooking
should as early in the winter as possible
reit and pile enough wood to last a
whole year. This will save many com•
plaints during the summer, and be
much easier done now than in warm
weather. Besides, dry wood burns
without the waste of the heat, always
lest in turning its sap into steam.
When using green wood, chips and
small limbs will dry out more quickly
than will the body of the tree, eepecial-
ly if the small limbs are split.
A NEW RULE.
At the last annual meeting of the
American Jersey Cattle Club, a new
rule about registering was passed that
all men must look out for. It is that no
calf or cow can be registered that was
sired in pasture. The bull must be kept
separate and the cows turned in to him
so that a correct record can be kept of
the exact time of service. A pasture
record is too uncertain, especially as
many careless breeders allow young
bulls to run in the pasture with the old
one when they cannot be certain as to
which bull sired the calf.
This rule of the club does not go into
effect until April 30, 1897, so that all
breeders have ample time to prepare
suitable quarters this winter for their
bulls. This is a salutary rule in more
ways than one. It insures actual date
of service, and should put the bull in
gerarate quarters where he cannot hurt
anyone. A pen .narrow enough so he
can be reached from the side with a long
whip will put him under complete con-
control and give him plenty of room for
exercise.
-o-
The retirement of Hon. James 13.
Garnett from the position of proescut-
ing attorney at the expiration of his pre-
sent term will remove from the arena
one of the giants of the bar. His equal
ttAKI
POWDER
Celt f its evening
,bratdor  Absolutelygretiatreles
strength and heathfulnese. Assures the
food against alum and all formsof *dun
teration common to the cheap brands.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., New York
the State.-Madisonville Hustler.
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The silverites and Populists in Gray-
son have been unable to agree on the
terms of fusion for county offices.
PERSONAL POINTS.
Mr. W. E. Forgy, of Pembroke, was
here yesterday.
Miss Edna Chappell, of Cadiz, is vis-
iting in the city.
Mr. John Dunn is sick at his home on
Mechanic street.
Mr. Dabney Jones and wife, of Cobb,
were in the city yesterday morning.
Mr. Charlie Graves spent Sunday at
Fredonia.
Prof. John C. Duffey, of Beverly, wits;
in town Sunday.
Mrs. George Herndon visited friends
iu Gracey last week.
Mr. J. T. Wall and family visited rel-
atives in Gracey Sunday.
Miss Nettie Edmunds went to Cadiz
Monday to visit Miss Mary Watson.
Miss Tony Ware went to GraceyMon.
afternoon to visit Mrs. John Clardy.
Mr. C. W. Lester, State Inspector, is
in the city visiting the Western Ken-
tucky Asylum for the Insane.
Mrs. James Yancey and Airs. Claude
Clarke and children are spending the
holidays with Mrs. J. A. Utterbaek in
Paducah.
Misses Bessie Russell and Edna Ellis,
who are attending "Belmont," in Nash-
ville, are spending the holidays with
their parents in the city.
Walter Bowman arrived in the city
Mon. morning to renew acquaintances.
He used to be head book-keeper at
Forbes & Bro.'s big mill. He is in Pa-
dacah now and draws a big salary every
month as book-keeper in a large whole-
sale liquor house.
Miss Daisy Baskett left for Hopkins-
ville yesterday to visit Miss Hattie
Graves.-Henderson Gleaner.
Mesdames Gus Boales and Mrs. A.
W. Pyle left this morning to visit
friends in Clarksville and Nashville.
Miss Luella Mitchell, of Princeton, is
visiting in the city.
Mr. W. C. Ledford, of Roaring
Springs, was in town Tuesday.
Mr. Charles W. Lindsey, of Madison-
ville, is visiting in the city.
Mr. Bransford Clark, of Owensboro,
was in the city Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Pollard and children
are visiting relatives in Hopkinsville...
Mr. and Mrs. C. A: Lindsay returned
this morning from a visit to Hopkins-
Title relatives.
Miss Martha Walker, of Hopkiusville.
is visiting Mrs. O. W. Wadaill.-Madi-
sonville Hustler.
Miss Li7ZiP Hoskins, of Lafayette, is
the guest of Miss Lute Campbell. She
will be the guest of Miss Jimmie Ellis
next week.
NEW YEAR CHANCES.
The bristle and confusion incident to
New Year removals begin to-day.
Their will be numerous changes
both in business and residence parts of
the city.
George Clark, the tailor, will remove
from the store room under the Opera
House to the room recently occupied by
Gorman St Son, under Boehm' photo-
graph gallery.
Yost & Co. will remove their saddlery
and harness establishment to the reno-
vated room in the Boales building next
to Griffith's confectionery.
A produce store will be opened in the
building vacated by Yost & Co.
Lillie &Co., plumbers, will remove to
the store room on Main street, between
8th sod 9th, formerly occupied by
Claude Clark as a grocery.
Morris Cohen expects to remove his
dry goods and notions establishment
from South Main street to the Hopper
block opposite the Court House.
As already announced by the NEW
ERA, 0 cruet t & Mooreansurance agents.
have dissolved partnership. Mr: Gar-
nett will continue at the old stand and
Mr. Moore will open an office over
Thompson & Meadow's,
--
Eli & Co., merchant tailors, will go
out of business soon.
Mr. Max J. Moayon and family will
move this week into the Frankle cottage
on North Main St.
Mr. George Gary and family will oc-
cupy one of the Forbes cottages, on
South Virginia street.
Mr. Joe Frankel will remove his fain-
tly this week into the residence on
South Virginia street recently occupied
by Mr. Riley Ely.
--
Mr. George Clark will remove to-day
from South Main street into one of the
Mercer houses on Jesup's Avenue,
Harry Bryan is moving out of the
"Bee Hive."
The Yontz building on North Main
street, which Waft injured by fire re-
cently, is being repaired. It will be
used by E. W. Glass as an undertaking
establishment.
Messrs. Feladd Felaud, attorneys-
at-law, removed yesterday in the rear
office room adjoining Judge Hanbery,
in the Sargent building.
FOR RENT-Six-room cottage. In
good locality. Cheap! Apply at this
office.
There is no Word so Full
of Meaning
.. And about winch
such tender recollec-
tions clui,ter as that
of "Mother,"yet
there are months
when the life of the
Expectant Mother la
5 lied with pain,
dread and suffering.
and she looks for-
ward to the final
hour with fear and
trembling.
er s"M th ' Friend"o
prepares the system for the change taking place,
'mist., Nature to make child-birth easy and
leaves her in a condition more favorable to
speedy recovery. It greatly diminishes the dan-
ger to life of both mother and child.
"My wife suffered more in ten minutes with
either of her other two children than she did
altogether with her last,having previously used
four bottles of "Mother's Friend." It is • blest-
lug to anyone expecting to become a mother,
Says &customer." HINDI/180S DALE,Clirail, Ill.
art by Mmli, ma traTeiit ot-prox. St.ce PFR POTTLE.
Book ..To Expectant 14.thert'•tnnOtAiree.
se a prosecutor will be hard to Mid in I TI41 IRA041" 
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THE HORRIBLE END
Of the Life of an Able and
Popular Journalist.
JOSEPH B McCULLACH,
Editor of the St. Louis Globe-Democrat, Found
Under His Window With His Skull
Crushed.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
I ; St. Louis, Dec. 31.-The people of
this city were terrible shocked and
grieved when it was announced this
morning that Mr. Joseph B. McCullagh,
the popular and able editor and vice-
president of the St. Louis Globe-Demo-
crat, had been found lying under his
window with his skull crushed in.
Mr. atic ullaith had been sick for
some days, but his condition had not
been such as to make it necessary for
him to have a nurse constantly in at
tendauce upon him. Last night when the
family retired it was noticed that the
sick man had a good deal of fever, but
he did not think that he would need the
services of anyone during the
night, therefore, he did not have
anybody to remain in his room. It is
the opinion of the family and the at-
tending physician that the fever that
set in early in the night increased in in-
tensity until Mr. McCullogh became
delirious and that in that condition he-
arose from his bed and, while wander-
ing aimlessly about the room, walked
out of the window.
It was a horrible sight that met the
eyes of the dead journalist's family this
morning when they weet into the yard
a few moments after daylight. An early
passer, a workingman on the way to his
shop, discovered the body of the man
lying on the walk just inside the
yard and directly under the window,
but as it was hardly light enough to see,
the man was not certain it was a hu-
man being he saw lying there until he
entered the gate and walked up under
the window. He at once recognized
the features of the journalist, which are
familiar to nearly everbody in St. Louis.
The man at once rung the door-bell
and aroused the family. The body was
taken into the house and the Coroner
was summoned and an inquest was
held, the verdict of the jury being that
Mr. Cullagh "had come to his death by
falling from the third story of his resi-
dence while delirious fralin fever." Be-
fore the facts were known a report to
the effect that the editor had committed
suicide was circulated, but few people
paid any attention to it, as it was known
that he had no reason on earth to desire
to end his life, but on the con-
trary there was every reason why he
should desire to live, as he WU exceed-
ingly prosperous in business and had
every comfort that a person could want
everything that money could buy. The
surroundings all show conclusively that
the sad affair was an accident.
Mr. Joseph B. McCullagh had been
editor of the Globe-Democrat for a great
many years, and he was one of the best
known editors in the United States. He
was an exceedingly able writer, and in
dealing with public issues he was by
long odds the fairest of all the editors of
the leading Republican newspapers of
the country. Although he wrote the
ablest editorial that appeared in any of
the Republican papers.' Mr. McCiallagh
was a Democrat and always voted
the Democratic tickets-he wrote what
the owners of the paper that employed
him wanted written-be sold his brain,
but not his manhood. By the death of
Mr. McCullagh the press and the news-
paper-reading public sustain a great
lose
The Globe-Democrat will find it a
hard matter to fill his place.
Pleasantly Entertained.
Miss Pearl Duval entertained a few
of her friends last evening at her home
on College street complimentary to Miss
Lillie Glenn, of Louisville, and Miss
Nellie Adams, of Hopkiusville, two ex-
ceedingly attractive young ladies who
are spending the holidays in the city.-
Bowling Green Times.
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Ehriqmes Receptio N
Or any of the social functions of the
season, requires a new style dress snit.
or you won't be "in it" with the swells
wb have prepared for the occasion.
Choose your fabric from our handsome
stock, anti let ne do the rest, and you
will be in trim to meet His Royal Nibs
if necessary ,
CLARK, "The Tailor."
M. Renshaw& Son
Livery, Feed and
Sale Stable.
A nice line ot pretty turnouts always on hand. Call on
us $tableon *vest Seventh st.
An Advana Ship
Of Men's and Womas'
New Coin Toc Shoes
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A QUICK ROUT OF SLN.
REV. TAtJAAGE FAVORS A SUDDEN
ASSAULT.
ThiaLs the
For Right.°
the Christian
hortation For
Can Bo Captured
ley the Cavalry of
-As Eloquent Fs-
W ASHINGTON, bec. 27. —This sermon
of Dr. Talmage in behalf of a sudden
movement to capture the wcrld for
righteousness strikes a chord that will
vibrate through Christendom. The text
is II Kings xviii, 23, "I will deliver
thee 3,000 horses if then he able on thy
part to set riders upon them."
Up by the waterworke. the upper
reservoir of Jerusalem, the general of
the besieging army and the generale of
besieged Jerusalem are in consultation.
Though General Rab-ahakeh hail been
largely paid to stop the siege, be kept
the money and contiunee the siege—the
military miscreant! letheahakeh derides
the capacity of the city to defend itself
arid practically says: '' You have not
2,000 men who can manage honest.
Praluce 1,000 cavalrymen, and I will
give you • present of 3,000 cavalry
horses. You have not in all your be-
sieged city of Jerusalem 2,000 men who
can mount them, and by bit and bridle
control a horse." Rabeibakeh realized
that it is easier to find homes than skill-
ful riders, and hence he makes the chal-
lenge of the text, "I will deliver thee
2,000 berms if thou be able to set riders
upon them."
Rab-shakeh, like many another bad
man, said a very suggestive thing. The
world is full of great energies and great
opportunities, but few know how to
bridle them and mount them and man-
age them. More spirited homes than
competent riders! The fact is that in
the church of God we have plenty of
fortresses well manned and plenty of
heavy artillery and plenty of solid col-
umns of brave Christian soldiery, but
what we most need is cavalry—mounted
troops of God—for sudden charge that
steams almost desperat e. If Washington,
if New York. if Loudon, are ever taken
for God, it will not be by slow bom-
bardment of argumentation or by regu-
lar unlimbering of great theological
guns from the portholes of the churches,
but by galloped sudden meanie and rush
of holy energy tbat will astound and
throw into panic the long lines of drill-
ed opposition armed to the teeth. Noth-
ing so scared the forces of sin as a re-
vival that comes they know not whence,
to do that which they cannot tell, to
work in a way that they cannot under-
stand. They will be overcome by flank
movement. The church of God must
double up their right or left wing. If
they expect us from the north, we will
take them from the south. If they ex-
pect us at 13 o'clock at noon, we will
come upon them at 12 o'clock at night.
The opportnnities for this assault are
great and numerous, but where are the
men? "I will deliver thee 2,000 homes
if thou be able to set riders upon them."
Praire For the Prem.
The opportunities of saving America
and saving the entire planet were never
so many, never so urgent, never so tre-
mendous aa now. Have you not noticed
the willingness of the printing press of
the country to give the subject of evan-
gelism full swing in columu after col-
umn? Such work was formerly confined
to tract distribution and religions jour-
nalism. Now the morning and evening
newepapers, by hundreds and thousands
of copies, print all religions intelligence
and print mom awakening discourses.
Never fence the world has stood has
such a force been offered to all engaged
in the world's evangelization. Of the
more than 13,000 newspapers on this
continent I do not kuow one that is not
alert to catch and distribute all matters
of religious information. Oh, now I me
a mighty ruggestiveness in the fact that
the first book ef any importance that
was ever pnbliahed after Jehann Guten-
berg invented the art of printing was
the Bible. Well might that poor man
toil on, polishing stones and manufac-
turing looking gleams and making ex-
periments that brought upon him the
charge of insanity and borrowing money,
now fro= Martin Brether and now from
Johann Faust, until be set on foot the
mightiest power for the evangelization
of the world. The statue in breeze
which Thorwaldsen erected for Guten-
berg in 1337 and the statue commemo-
rating him by David D'Angers in 1840
and unveiled amid all the pomp that
military processions and German bands
of best music coald give the occasion
were itisignificant compared with the
facolo be demonstrated before all earth
and all heaven, that Johann Gutenberg,
ander God, inaugurated forces which
will yet accomplish the world's redemp-
tion.
The newspaper prese will yet an-
pounce nations born in a day. The
newepaper press will report Christ's
Sermons yet to be delivered and describe
his personal appearance, if, as some
think, he shall come again to reign on
earth. The newspaper press may yet
publish Christ's proclamation of the
world's emancipation from sin and sor-
row and death. Tens of thousands of
good men in this and other lands have
been ordained by the laying on of bands
to preach the gospel, but it seems to me
that just now, by the laying on of the
hands of the Lord God Almighty, tbe
newspaper presses are being ordained
for preaching the gospel with wider
sweep and mightier resound than we
have ever yet imagined. The iron horses
of the printing press are all ready for
the battle, but where are the men good
enough and strong enough to mount
them and guide them? "I will deliver
thee 2,000 horses if thou be able to set
riders upoo them."
Fisseal Is Battle.
Go out to the Soldiers' home and talk
with the men who have been in the
wars, and they will give you right op-
; ,-ciation of what is the importance of
toe cavalry service in battle. You bear
the clatter of tbe hoofs and the whir of
the arrows and the climb of the shields
and the bang of the carbines as they
ride up and down the centuries. Clear
back in time Oeymandyas led 20,000
mounted troops in Bactriana. Josephus
says that when the Israelites escaped
from Egypt 50,000 cavalrymen rode
through the parted Red nem Three hun-
dred and seventy-one years before Christ
Epaminondas headed his trocps at full
gallop. Alexander, on a horse that no
other man could ride, led his mounted
troops. Seven thousand horsemen de-
cided the struggle at Arbela.
Although saddles were not invented
until the time-of Constantine, and stir-
rups were unknown until about 450
years after Christ, you heer the neigh-
ing and sporting pf war chargers In the
greatest battiest- of tbe agiase Austerlitz
and Marengo and Solferino were decid-
ed by tbe cavalry. The mounted Coe-
sacks re-enferced the Reiman snow-
'tortes in the obliteration of the French
army. Napideon said if he bad only
had sufficient cavalry at Bautzen and
Lumen his wars would have tritem
pliantly ended. I do not wonder that the
Duke of Wellington had his old war
horse Copenhagen turned out in beet
pasture, and that tbe Duchess of Wel-
lington wore a bracelet of Copenhagen's
hair. Not one drop of my blood but tin-
gles as I look at the arched neck and
pawing hoof and panting nostril of
Job's cavalry horse. " Hast thou clothed
his neck with thunder? He paweth in
the valley; he goeth on to meet the
armed men. The quiver rattleth against
him, the glittering spear and the shield.
He saith among the trumpets, Ha, hal
and he smelleth the battle afar off, the
thunder of the captains and the shout-
ing."
The Bold Dash.
I think it is the cavalry of the Chris-
tian home the grand men and women
who, with bold dash and holy reckless-
ness and spurred on energies, are to take
the world for God. To this army of
Christian semice belong the evangelists.
It ought to be the business of the regu-
lar churches to multiply them, to sup-
port them, to cheer them, to clear the
way for them. Some of them you like;
eome of them you do not like. You say
some are too sensational, and some of
them are not enough learned, and eome
et them are erratic, and some of them
are too vehement,4nd oome of them
pray too loud. Oh, fold up your criti-
einn and let them do thei which we,
the pectoris can never do.
I hke all the evangelists I have ever
seem or beard. They are busy now ; they
are busy every day of tbe week. While
we, the pastors, serve God by holding
the fortress of righteousness and drilling
the Christian soldiery and by marshal-
ing anthems and sermon, and erdinances
on the right aide, they are out fighting
fbe forces of darkness "hip and thigh,
kith great slaughter." All meccas to
--L-
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I like it. The keener the lancet' they
Bing the more I admire them. We care
not what conventionality they infract
if they only gain the victory. Moody
and Chapman aed Mills and Jot* and
Harrison and Munhall and Major Cole
and Crittenden and a hundred 'others
are now making the cavalry charge. and
they are this moment taking New York
and Philadelphia and Cincinnati for
God, and I wish they might take our
nation's capital. Hear the treniendons
facts: There are now in this country
nearly 160,000 church congregetions,
with newly 21,000,000 communicants
and seating capacity iu church for more
than 43,000,000 people—in other words,
room in the churches' for three-fourths
of the population of this country, and
about one-third of the population Of this
country already Christian. In other
words, we will have only to average
bringing two souls to God during the
next three, years and our country is re-
deemed. Wbo cannot, ender the power
of the Holy Ghost, bring two notes to
God in three years? As so many will
bring hundreds and thousands no God,
most of you have to bring only one isoul
to God and the gospel carupaigu for this
continent will be ended. If you cannot
bring one soul to God, or two souls, or
three souls. in three years, yon are II0
Christian sand deserve yourself to be
shut out of heaven. The religious pes-
simists of this country are all the tene
depicting the obstacles as FO great and
our forces aa go small that we half of
the time feel that we are attempting an
impossibility.
Take out of your prayers and preach-
ing some of your stufflug of groans and
put in something of acclamation and
triumpb, and the United States will be
gospelized, and if the United States be
gospelized America will be goomelized,
and, America gospelized, we will take
Asia from the Pacific beach and Europe
from the Atlantic beach, and not far
from now the lost star we live on will
take its place among the constellations
that never fell. Let the more thau 21,-
000,000 communicants, as they lift the
sacramental cup to their lips, take oath
that they will not rest until the other
40,000.000 are saved. The opportunities
are all saddled and bridled. Where are
the men and women to guide them? "I
will deliver thee 2,000 bootee if thou be
•ble to set riders upon them." What
two men can do for good or evil is im-
pressed upon me by the fact that, two
Scotchmen going to California, each
took something that would remind him
of his native country. The one took a
thistle, the national emblem of Scot-
land. The other took a hive Of bees.
Years went by, and the work of the two
Scotchmep hi widely seen. The curse of
the Pacific slope is the thistle, end the
blessing 'of the Pacific slope is tbe honey
found everywhere in woods and fields.
In your life are you responsible far honey
or thistles, and if one man can do so
much good and another so much evil,
how much could be done for the ransom
of thin country by 21,000,000 people all
censecrated?
Pall t'p the Blinds.
Get out of the way with your dolor-
ous forebeding and change your dirges
for what we have not done for the grand
march of what we may do and will do.
The woman at Sedan, in whose house
Napoleon the last was waiting to make
surrender 01 himself and his army, said
to the overthrown ' French emperor,
"What can I do for you?" And the de-
mairing ex-monarch replied, "Nothing
bet draw down the blind po that I can•
not be stared at." In this goepel cam-
paign we have plenty to draw down the
blinds. In God's name, I say, pull up
the blinds and let the morning sun of
the coming victery shine upon us. What
we want in this campaign for God is
the self abnegation and courage of the
men of Sir Colin Campbell, who, as
Lord Bishop Cowie of New Zealand,
once chaplain of his army, told me, said
to the troops : "Men, no retreat from this
place. Die right here." And they shout-
ed: "Yes, Sir Colin. We will do it."
And they did!
Temporary defeats ought not to dis-
hearten. What is Bunker Hill monu-
ment? Monument of defeat. But from
that bloody mount American independ-
ence started for its grandest achieve-
ment, and all tbe defeate of the cause of
God are incipient victory.
Thy saints in all this glorious war
8hall conquer, though they die.
They see the triumph from afar
And seize It with their eye.
And now, standing as I do in this
national capital, let me say that what
we want in the aenate and house of rep-
resentatives and the supreme court is a
pentecostal blessing that will shake the
continent with divine mercy. There re-
mise. earns into r_rg _Weeds thmemerds
of 6%. e emote...me. player meetings, OD
the rolls of. which were the names of
the most eminent senators and repre-
sentatives who then controlled the des-
tinies of this republic—the one con-
gressional prayer meeting in 1857 and
the other in 1s66. The record is in the
handwriting of the philanthropist, Wil-
liam E. Dodge, then a member of con-
gress. There are now mere Christian
men in tbe national legislature than
ever before. Why will they not band to-
gether in a religious movement which
before the inauguration cf the next
president shall enthrone Christ in the
hearts of this nation? They have the
brain, they, have the- eloquence, they
have the influence. God grant them the
grace rufficient! Who in congressional
circles will establish the capitoline
prayer meeting in 1897? Let the even-
ing of the lam decade of this century be
irradiated with such a religious splen-
dor. There are the opportunities for a
national and international charge, all
bridled and saddled. Where are the
riders to mount them?
A WOE Flight.
The cavalry suggests speed. When
once the reins are gathered into the
hands of the soldierly horseman, and
the spurs are struck into the flanks, you
bear the rataplan of the hoofs. "Veloc-
ity" is the word that describes the
movement, acceleration, momentum,
aud what we want in getting into the
kingdom of God is celerity. You see the
years are so swift, and the weeks are so
swift, and the days are so swift, and
the hours are so swift, and the minutes
are so swift, we need to be swift. For
lack of this appropriate speed many do
not get into heaven at all. Here we
are in the last eabbatb of the year. Did
you ever know a twelvemonth quicker
to be gone? The goldenrod of one an-
Como speaks to the goldeerod of the
next autumn, and the crocus of one
tpringtime to the crocus of another
springtime, and the snowbanks of ad-
joining years almost reach each other in
unbroken curve. We are in too mucb
hurry about mom things. Business men
in too much hurry rush into specula-
tions that ruin them aud ruin others.
People move from place to Owe in too
great haste, and they wear out their
nerves and weaken the heart's action.
But the only thing in whicethey are
afraid of being too hasty is the matter
of the soul's salvation. Yet did any oue
ever get damaged by too quick repent-
ance or too quick pardon or too quick
emaucipation? The Bible recommends
tardiness, deliberation and snaillike
movement in stoma things, as when it
enjoins us to be slow to speak end slow
to wrath and slow to do evil, but it
tiele um, "The king's business requireth
haste," and that our dims are aa the
flight of a weaver's shuttle and ejacu-
lates: "Escape for thy life. Look not
behind tbee. Neither stay thou in all
the plain." Other cavalry teems may
fall bark, but mountel years Meier re-
treat. They are always going ahead, not
on an easy canter, but at full run. Other
regiments bear the command of "Halt!"
and pitch their tents for the night. The
regiments of the years never hear the
command of "Halt!" and never pitch
tent for the night.
The century leads on its troop of 100
years, aud the year leads on ite troop of
865 days, and the day leads on its troop
of 24 hours, and the hour lea& on its
troop of 60 minutes, and all are (lashing
out of sight. Perhaps there are two
years iD Which We are most interested
—our first and our la.st. Held up in our
mother's arms, we watched the flight
of the first. With wondering. eyes we
all watch the coming of the last. The
name of that advancing year we cannot
call. It may he in the nineties of this
century, it may be in the tenisor twen-
ties' or thirties of the next century, but
it is coming at full gallop..
How to Meet It.
With what eyed will we meet it? In
jocosity, ass did Thomas Hood hi Ili, last
moment, saying, "I,am dyine out of
charity to the undertaker, wbo wishes
to earn a lively Hood." Or in fear, Fig
did Thomas Paine, saying in , hie last
moment, "06, how I dread this myste-
?ions leap in the dark!" Or in boastful-
mess, as_ilid ispaeiak, laying in his
lasit-mornent, "etr,14STLTntlf 2--am be-
coming a godl" Or in frivolity, as did
Demonism the infidel philoeopher, say-
ing in his last moment, "You may go
home; tbe show is over. " Or conscience
strieken, as did Chariest IX of France,
saying in his last moment: "Nurse,
nurse! What murder! What blood!'' Or
shell we meet it in gladness of Chris-
tian lemc, like that id Julius Charles
Hare, stho said in his last moment,
"Upward, upward!" Or like that of
Richard Baxter, in his last mommut say
"Alnem well." Or like that of
Martin of Tours, saying in his last mo-
ment, "I go to Abraham's bosom." ter
like that of polished Addison, who said
in his last moment, "See with what ease
a Christian ran die." Or like that of
George Whitetield, who felt that he had
said all that be could of Christ, declar-
ing iu hie last moment, "I shall die si-
lent." Or like that of Mrs. Schimmel-
penuirh, who said in her last moment :
'•Do you not hear the voices? And the
children's are the loudest. " Or like that
of Dragoneatti, saying in his last mo-
ment: "Stand aside! I gee my father
and my mother coming to kiss me."
Or as did the dying girl who, having
a few evenings before eat on a bench in
a London miesion, wee seen to have
tears of contrition rolling dowu her
cheek, and who, departing from the
room, had pat in her hand by a Chris-
tian woman a Bible, with the passage
marked, "The blood of Jesus Christ
cleaneeth from all sin." Though having
promised to be at the next meeting, she
did not come. The Christian woman
who gave her the Bible was visiting the
hospital, and the nurse said to her: "f
wish you bad been here a little while
ago. We bad a young woman who had
been run over by a wagon. Poor thing,
she was fearfully crushed and died al-
moat at once. She had a Bible in her
band, with your name in it, and she
said when she was brought in: 'Thank
God, I found Christ as my Saviour last
night! The blood of Jesus Christ, his
son, cleanseth us from all sin.' " Oh,
my friends, if all right for the next
world, the years cannot gallop past toe
rapidly. If it were passible for the coo
Oates to take the speed of the years, and
the years the speed of the days, and the
days the speed of tbe hours, they could
do us no harm. The shorter our life the
longer our heaven. The sooner we get
out of the perils of this life, if our work
be done, the better. No man is safe till
he is dead. Better men than we have
been wrecked, and at all ages. Lard
and Lady Napier were on horseback oo
a road in India. Lord Napier suddenly
said to Lady Napier, "Ride on and fetch
assistance and do not ask me why." She
sned on_and..Tumsoun_otiLoLaiiiht,,—Tbe
flicC w a—Frs tiFi• gliTtelnard MTh
from the thicket, and hedid not dare
tell her, lest, affrighted, she fall in the
danger end perhaps lose her life. From
all sides of ua, On this road of life, there
are perils glaring on us, from tigers of
temptation, and tigers of 'incident, And
tigers of death, and the sooner we get
out of the perils of this life the better.
Let 1897 take the place of 1896, and
1898 the place of 1897, and our souls
will be lauded where there than be
"nothing to hurt or destroy in all God's
holy mount." "No lion shall be there
nor any ravenous beast shall go up
thereon. It shall not be found there,
but the redeemed shall walk there. And
the raneomed of the Lord shall return
and come to Zion, with songs and ever-
lasting joy upon their heads. They shall
obtain joy and gladness, and sorrow And
sighing ahall flee away."
A Grand Spectacle.
There is no joy in this world equal to the
happiness of motherhood. A woman finda
ample compensation for her trials and writ,
ries and bothers in the soft, clinging little
body nestling close to her own -- In the
trustful clinging of the little hands, and
the love light in the little eyes.
A woman's health is her ch arest pos.
session. (mod looks, good timer', happi-
ness, love and its continuance, depend
on her health. Almost all of the sick-
ness of women is traceable directly or indi-
rectly to some derangement of the organs
distinctly feminine. Troubles ot this kind
arc, often neglected because a very natural
and proper modesty keeps wemen away
from physicians, whom insistence limo, me
smination and local treatment is generally
as useless as it is common. Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription will do more for them
than ce doctors in too. It will (to more than
the hundredth doctor can unless he pre-
scribes it It is • prescription of Doctor
Pierce, who for 3oyears has been chief con-
sulting- physician of the World's Dispen-
sary and invalids' Hotel, at Buffalo.
••1 me six battles by untimely births Is the
eighth month of my, erventh pregnancy, as UMW.
1 was taken ill 'The family doctor wan called.
He said there was ne help for me The baby
must be born I grieved excesel, lv I per-
rustled iny husbeud. against the physician's ad-
vice to get me Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
Four doses quieted mepams •I•et child was
born at fun time.• It is three year, old sod I am
tbe barmiest mother la the world "
(Mrs
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Ob, will it not be grand when from physicin Sugoon
the windows and doors of the "boasts
of many mansions" we look out and see Office over Planters 
Bank. Office
hours from is to 11 a. m., 2 to 4 .p. m
passing along the golden boulevards of
heaven the white horse cavalry that St.
John describes in Revelation? John
Wesley said he thought horses had souls,
but take the story in Revelation as fig-
urative or literal, you must admit that
none but cavalry horses are mentioned
as being in heaven. John xix, 14, "The
armies which were in heaven followed
him upon white homes." You see, they
are mounted troops. Their leader is in
deep crimson attire. His vesture, we
are told, is "dipped in blood," not blood
of human slaughter, as many other con-
querors have their attire, but his own
blood, blood of crucifixion agony, the
blood by which he redeemed you and
me. That deep red of garment is in vim
id contrast with the snowy white charg-
er on which our Lord is seated. And no
saved sinner can gaze on that red and
that white without remembering that
though his Pins were once red like crim•
son they have become whiter than snow.
Oh, those celestial cavalcades whom our
Conqueror in scarlet shall lead on
through the streets of heaven! Wide
streets, hundreds of mounted troops
abreast, long streets, thousands in sight
followed by coming thousands through
the long day of heaven which bath no
setting sun. Mind you, only the cavalry
are in that shining procession, those
who did work outside the forts, those
who dared all things for God, thoee who
bad in them the spirit of holy dash. We
who did easy work may look at that
procession, but will not be a part of it.
There they pass, the equestrians and
equestriennes of heaven, regiments of
evangelists, of tract dietributers, of
street preacbere of salvation armies,
of once half starved-home missionaries
on the frontiers, of thoee who did in-
conspicuous itervice for Christ and never
had their name in the newspapers but
once, and that in the notice of their
own obsequies—a notice not accompa-
nied by the request, "Send no flowers, "
for there was no danger that there
would be a profusion of flowers.
As from the windows and doors of the
"bowie of many mansions" we look on
the passing [spectacle some of us will
wish that on Perth we had had less sal-
ary and more hardship, lesscomfort and
more exposure, less caution and more
courage, less shelter and more storm,
less smooth sailing and more cyclone,
and that we had dared all at the front
instead of taking good care of ourselves
in the rear. Forward, mounted troops!
Favorites of heaven! Cavalrymen and
cavaleywomeu of the Lord God Al-
mighty. No chargers of heaven too
white or too arched of neck or too
prancing of gait for those seated on
them. If Job's warhorse, while the bat-
tle wait goes 4 on, said, "Ha, ha!" shall
not these chiagera, now that the day is
won, utter a more jubilant "Ha, ha?"
Forward, under arches of triumph, by
fountains rainbowed of eternal joy and
amid gardens abloom with unfailing
efflorescence, and along palaces where,
after they have dismounted, these souls
shall reigu forever and ever, they march,
they braudish their weapons with which
they gained blocdless victory, and they
rise in stirrup" 9f gold to greet ell the
rest of heaven gazing upon therm from
the amethystine Weenies. A glorious
heaven it will be for all et us who any-
where and anyhow served the Lord, leit
an especial heaven, a mounted heaven,
a processional heaven, for those who
have done outside work, exposed work,
and belonged to the Lord's cevalry.
"The armies which were in heaven fol-
lowed him upon white horses."
Then, let the creaking door of the clos-
ing year go shut. When that closes, bet-
ter doors will open. The world's bright-
eet and happiest years are yet to coine.
Toward them we Fpred on in swiftest
stirrup. Cavalry charge at Inkernian
wits not so rapid. At last the equestri-
ans equal the chargers. At last tho
riders aro am many as tho homes.
Avoid An Early Grave.
How often do we hear, that the ave-
nue to an early grave was opened by
neglecting a slight cough and cold.
Profit by this truth, and provide your-
self with Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup, which
instantly cures all tliroat and lung affec-
tions. Mr. W. II. Mahoney, Lowell,
Mass., writes : "I was taken sick with
a bad cold. The doctors did not seem
to help me, and everybody said I was
getting consumption, when a relative
recommended Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup.
I got a bottle and it helped me, and
after taking two bottles I was cured,
to the surprise of everybody. I shall
always recommend it to my friends,
as I know it to be a sure cure." Dr.
Bull's Cough Syrup is sold everywhere
for 25 cents. Don't accept a substitute.
SYPHILIS
Nora twos., plea,
Colored Spote. Ashes, Old co
leers In Month, kla/r Yawls., write Coe
Am EDI' (ME, gel Illaseale T•mr
leara•Ill.. tor proofs of curia CoptMIeg. Bong 0•••• nind ta 1
11. I. WOOD$1111, 11
PHYSICIAN
AND SURGEON.
-4
DISEASES OF W011iEN A SPECIALITY.]
OFFICE iltrii.d.i.:nu,d 140'oo; 2pteor4Hullding
Telephone No. 182
Doctors Say;
Bilious and Intermittent Fever.,
which prevail in miasmatic ds-
tricts are invariably acconipan-
;:_:1 17 derangements of the
Sio:nach Liver and Bowels.
The Secret of Health.
The liver is the great "
wheel " in the mechanism oi
man, and,when it is out of order,
i_he whole system becomes de.
raw-red and disease is the result.
Tuft's Liver Pills
Cure all Liver Trouhles.
•
Buy a
Smooth
White
Skin mg,7
For Your Face!
It brobaely need. renewirL, it resigh. Teo,
r vtk 14orcht or pluipliot, until ,t uoporap
r pu!onye fbetess! of attn.. tire. Ilectritor skin te
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wain; and (amitotic. tulure toe ekta.
Viola Cream
clotinstoe. none.' ies end re.toees Cie skie, making
It so It. sr .1 mood beautiful. Is is to t comnete
—dited n. ct Ter up. but rer^.0vps ',it a lahra. /'
Is 1 nrall. on Irv] s' wait. does Jure, Ithdt II" chill-.
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pi -,rIca. Ilundrosis tof tostlmoniaot fr ennui
nenL kilos Pricey go cents a Jar a: druggists.
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se Healthful aid to
HES.DACHB Suffer-
ers. Brings Sleep to the Sleepiest Cures Insomnia
and Nervous erostration Dnwt toe fnole-i with worthlego
imitations. Tate catty CUORSI•N'O. Price, 60c.
at all Druggists. or mailed free. AG F.N K A .!to TElh
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SOUTH BOUND.
No. 1 daily No. 8 daily.
Ly. Evansville 6:15a. m 4:20 p. m.
Lv. Henderson 7 :02 " 5 :08 "
Lv. Corydon 7:23 " "
Lv. Morganficld 7:55 " :al ••
Ly. DeKoven 8:27 "
Lv. Marion 
6:87 "
7.35 "
Lv. Princeton 190:2:211" 8:10 "
Arv. Hopkinsville 11:30 noon 9:50 p. ID.
NORTH BOUND.
No. 2 daily No. 4. daily.
Lv. Hopkinsville 6:20 a. m. 2:53 p. m.
alsrr: i4ive 4;00
Lv. Marionl 7:31 " 
61e:ea7ve .4.:46
Lv. DeKoven 8 .27 "
7:12 '•Lv Morgaufield 9:02 "
7:41Le, Corydon 9:30 "
8 :07 "Lv. Henderson 9:52 "
Arv. Evansville 10 :40 "; 8 :56 "
UNIONTOWN BRANCH.
:NORTH BOUND.
LY. Morganfield 9:10 a. m. m.
Arm Uniontown 9:85 a. m. 7:40 p. m.
Boum BOUND.
Lv. Uniontown 7 :25 a. 5 :25 p. m.
Arv. Morganfleld 7 :50 a. m. 6 :50 p. m
LOCAL FREIGHT TR A ries.
Lv. Princeton 7:15 a. m.
Are. Hopkinaville 10:20 a. m. daily.
LY. Hopkintreille 5 :00 p. m. daily.
Arv. Princeton 7:15 p. m. dailv,
a. F. Mitchell, G. F. & P. A.jhansville,
Princeton 8:37 "
-
The London newspapers think that
the Americans who sympathize with
Cuba are "very amusing lunatics" They
are the same "lunatics" who furnished l
so much amusement for the English in
1776 and again in 1812, and they are as
much "lunatics" on the question of
liberty DOW as they were then. They
are alms the same "lunatics" who re-
cently served notice on Great Britain
that it could not come across the Atlan-
tic and rob Venezuela of ita rich terri-
tory.
If Grover Cleveland had not been af-
flicted with such a terrible case of big
head he would have pursued a course in
regard to the Cuban matter similar to
that pursued by President Andrew
Jackson, who, when asked to recognize
Texas as iudependeut of Mexico, turned
the matter over to (7ougreas, because he
did not care to assume any authority
not distinctly conferred upon the Presi-
dent by the Constitution of the United
States. But then Jackson didn't have
any Wall street gang from which he re-
ceived orders. Grover Cleveland hes
always regarded Wall street as the
United St4ites.
' More than one-third of the entire pop-
ulation of these United States nuw
in cities. Iu FOIX10 States it is mueli
greater : In Massachusetts, 70 per cent. ;
in New York, 60 per cent.; in New Jer-
sey, 52 per cent.; in Connecticut, 54 per
cent. In 1790 there were but six
"cities"—i. e., having a population of
more than 8,000—in 1890 there were 448
such cities. In 18-40 there were but
three cities with more than 100,000 in-
habitants; in 1890 there were 28 such
cities. In 1870 there was no city having
1,000,000 inhabitants ; in 1S90 there were
three such cities. In 1896 the new
New York isestimated to coutain 3,200,-
000 inhabitants, or nearly as many as
the 13 United States when George
Washington took the oath of office as
first President.
If England, France and Italy should
tender their friendly offices to prevent
trouble between the United States and
Spain, the United States would find
itself in a very awkward position, and
would have to accept the tender. as it
hae very frequently in the very recent
past insisted an arbitration in troubles
between European and American gov-
ernments. It does not, however, now
seem that there will be any occasion
for the countries named to offer their
friendly offices, as Wall street has or-
dered ite servants in the White House
and in the House of Representatives to
disregard the wishes of the ninety-nine
hundredths of the people of the United
States in the matter of recognizing the
independence of Cuba.
The Pacific railroads question would
be attracting more attention on the part
of the public than it is if the Cuban
matter was out of the way. Some of
the Senators have recently made some
very bitter speeches on the different
plans suggested to Congress for the set-
tlement of the debts of the roada. The
Gover..ment made a great mistake in
indorsing the bonds at first. It should
not have aided in the coustruction of
theism roads at all unless it had been giv-
en a lien prior to the lien of anybody.
As it is the roads were built, they have
been operated in the interest of the first
mortgage bondhelders--who are the real
owners of all railroade—t hey have gotten
In debt, and now that the bonds are be-
ginning to fall dee the government is to
be made to pay them. It has been sug-
gested by many that the Government
pay the first mortgage bondholders'
claims and take poesession of the roads,
but in some cases that would be more
than the property is worth. The scheme
was eo arranged at first that it would be
a grand swindle, that the operators of
the road should all make fortunes out of
them and then when the time to pay
rolled around leave the Government
with the bag to hold. Numbers of men
made colloseal fortunes at the Govern-
ment's expens) out of the Pacific roads.
That's where the late Leland Stanford
got his millions.
A good and able man passed out from
life when ex-ConiereasmanHatch breath-
ed his last at his home in Hannibal, Me,
He waa for many years a member of
the Federal House of Representatives,
and he was one of the few friends that
the great masses of the people had in
that body. Mr.Hatch was chiefly known
to the country as the promoter of the
anti-option legislation that was enaoted
by Congress a few years ago. At all
times and under all circumstances he
was found charniioning the cause of the
people, fighting against those combines
of capital that have for so many years
oppremed the people of this country.
The death of such a man as Mr. Hatch
is a national loss.
In view of the prices charged by the
trust for rails! it Is strange that the large
railroad companies do not form a pool,
start up works and manufacture their
own rails—getting them at cost and
thereby saving the enormous profits
made by the trust. On account of the
high prices of the trust the railroads of
the country have this year used only
about one-third as many rails as usual,
and that fact has caused the trust to
make a slight reduction in prices, but
not near aa large a reduction 88 it ought
to make. The erice of ruils has been re-
duced to $25 a ton, but that is still $5
higher than the price when the Mast
was formed. Why not enforce the law
against trusts?
The Spanish are waging a hopeless
war in Cuba, and nobody realizes; that
fact more fully than do the Spanish
soldiers, and that is one reason why
they do not fight better than they do.
The Cubans are bound to win their
freedom. They are fighting for every-
thing they hold dear, they know the
ground better than they do their alpha-
bet and better than all else are used to
the climate. The fever kills off the
Spaniards almost as quickly BS do the
Cuban machetes. Weyler is bound to
be killed before long. The Cuban Jun-
ta will give $5,000 to the soldier who
will bring in the Cal-taiu General's
head, and someone will win the reward
before long. There is a price set on the
head of nearly every one of the Spanish
Generals.
Cracked hands and chapped skin cur-
ed in one night by applying Suther-
land's Eagle Eye Salve.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
VgED
SCALES
Enema made its appearance on my head in
its worst form, and it continued spreading
until my face was covered with scales and be-
came a horrid sight. I had &fine head of hair.
ge yea years' growth, and had to sacrifice it- I
was in despair. The physicians had failed
even to relieve me, when one recommended
et-riet,1111 SOAP. My father procured set of
CUTICUKA- Rzegnons, and in three weekti the
scale, left my face and the skin lost ita florid
hue. ht orlz weeks .1 was entirely cured. My
face was smooth and my complexion clearer
and finer than It hot ever been before.
Mimi MARION A. SMITH, Sunbury, Ta.
l'ess T AAAAAA NT. — Walla baths
with et-ileums Som., gentle application. of
IDUTICL (Ointment nod mild doses of Cusc.
CUSS Kliaohvgmr, greatest of humor cures.
Mold Ihrou.hool the world. Pre-., Cvirece••,_ afla
llo•r. itasoi rate. Mt. and $1. Pori!. Lava
a.. Cana Cour . Pole Prop.. Hoene
gr. Hoe to Cur• Went Eetema." tie&
It's the Lame Leg
teat sets the pace. A chum is no
stronger than its weakem link. Fe
weak spots and places that seem big
because they hurt, try
Johnson's Belladonna Plasters.
In Pat's phrase, they "suck out"
the soreness and pain. Look for
the Red Cross. No others leer that
saga. It means excellence + plus.
JOHNSON JOHNSON.
Illanafactoring Nem Tor..
:4Iteomotarierramium“."
The man who voted for McKinley to
get goOd timee is getting fired of the
"confidence" game.
Just as good for babites and children—
aboolutely harmless. We meau
• nue-Tar-Hone , of course.
Sold by . C. Hardwick.
 
es. 
The boy who was held in line by
prospects of Christmas will . now fall
back into his old ways.
_
O. N. Grant, a prominent druggist of
Grant, Boone county, Ky.. in sending
in a nice order, writes:, "It is the best
seller I have in stock. I sell a dozeu
bottles of Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey to
one of any other kind of medicine."
Sold by It. C. Hardwick.
It would be pretty safe to bet that the
Miseouri wife who was sold by her hus-
band for $15 the other day did not lose
anything by the deal.
B. F. Jaltson, Oliver, Ga., writes: "I
consider Dr. Hell's Pine-Tar-Honey the
best remedy I have ever taken for the
throat and Inegs or any kind of a
oough.", Sold by R. C. Hardwick
Weyler continually boasts that he has
the Cubans where he can crush them
when he desires to, but he fails to ex.
plain why he doesn't do so.
A bottle of Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey
should be on the medicine shelf of every
home. In a sudden attack of eroup it is
iuvaltrible; allaying the imitation and
ending the danger in lees time than it
would take to go for the doetor. It
stands pre-eminent as a remedy for
coughs, colds and all kindred diseases.
If President Chmeland wante to bag a
few lame ducks, it will not be necessary
for him to le ive Washington again
while Congress remains in riesion. .
PURELY VEGETABLE.
The cheapest, mires, and best family mede
elne In the world ! An effectual specific for
all dist aloes oof the Lis cr,Stottnach and Spleen.
Itegu late the Liver an I prevent tilling and
Fever. Malarious fes Pry. Bowel f'omplaluta,
Reaticasne,s, Jaundice abd Nausea.
DAD 1111E.ITH;
Nothing Is so aiiplealtiAnt, nothing so eom-
mon, as a bee ereath; 8.0 in nearly every
cam it comes front the stomach, and can be
1110 easily corrected if. eel Will lake 141 lllll ions
Liver Regulator. 1.0 not neglect PO sure a
remedy for I, repul.ive disorder. it will
also improve yolr appetite, complexion and
general health.
CONSTIP.tTIQN
Should rot be regsrded aii a trilling ail ment—
in hue, nature demands the utmost regularity
of the bowels, and any deviation trom this
demand paves the way ofteli to serious dan-
ger. It Is quite as ticoetwary toromove impure
accumulations from the bowels as It to eat
or sleep, end no health _Ian be expected where
&costive habit of body prevails.
SICK HEADACHE!
This distreasing affliction occurs most fte-
cidentiy. The disturtzttioe of the stomach,
arising from the imperfectly digested eon-
tell IN, cantle. a severe pain in the head,
accompanied with disagreeable nausea, and
this coustitilites what Pi popularly k titian aa
Sick Headache, for the relief of which take
Simmons Liver Regulator.
StapETERV PACKAGE-64
Etas the Z Stamp in red on the wrappea
J. H. ZEILIN a CO., Philadelphia.
PARKER'S
Claansu sod beautifss the halt.
reetnotte a konmant gnash.
HAIR BALSAM I
Bever Tails to Restore Gray
Hair tO its Youthful Color.
CWT. rta,lp d ..riitscit St hair
glv.ar,1111 (Oat Druzipt• 
•arseee (Singer or lc. It eunnt • OM'
wee Lucca Dee anv, Plat, Take tu XI cis
alpDE RcoRojs. ens only net* care for Corr•sUpwa. t4 Uusgase. or 113- WI a OP. N. Y.
tesesteee atet1.4. 13P.za...1
14111YROYAL PILLS
Or:stoat sad Only Cecil....
•ar al•apt ',dant*. t • at%
brutlet tor atrroAter •
Onnvi Reit at-taole
nu. sealed 5.1'i hue T• 1.•
•• "ekes. nerti. ;Long,
h•-vaa mut in.d.sluyla. Al 1,1110 • •••, nr emit
lo ewer./ lb. ffsrtieofinry. tratioroni.Le
/1/110 IA lett, Ur rev,.
Mali teem 4•1,1 r•war.
Chlehesteellosim.salCoseilla41••• *quart
1/114.s. lasso I:rt.-cat&
NORTH HOUND.
No. 52 arrives 9:30 a in. Fast Mail
No. 92 arrives 10 :31 a m Exprem
No. 56 arrives 8:30 p m Accommodat'n
No 64 arrives 10:00 p m Mail
SOUTH BOUND.
No. 53 arrives 6:07 a in Mail
No. 55 leaves 7:30 a m Accommodate}
No. 51 arrives 6:49 p in Exprese
No. 91 arrives 9:12 p Fast Mail
Via. Ohio Valley By.
In connection with the C. 0. & S. W.
and Illinois:Central, to Louisville, Chi,
cinnati, Memphis, New Orleans and
points beyond.
Lv. Hopkineville 5:20 a. m. 2:53 p.m
Ar. Paducah 12 :00 noon 5 :50 p.m
Ar. Memphis 6:40 p. m. 7:10 a.m
Ar. New Orleans 7:40 a. in. 7:30 p.m
Ar. Louisville 11:10 p. m
Ar. Cincinnati 6:40 a. m
Close connections made at Princeton
with through solid vestibule trains, car-
rying Pullman Buffet sleepers, and
free reclining chair cars.
B. F. Mitehell, E. M. Sherwood,
G. P. A. AM.
Evansville, Ind. Fropkinsville
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FERD SCHMITT Agent
Hopkinsville, Ky.
111E
Fire and Life
Insurance Agents.
t Agents for the....
Old Mutual Berte f it Life
Of Newark, 'New Jersey.
See their new contract.
Everything in the contract.
Loans and Real Estate
Are Specialties With Usw.
Office on West Fide No/ am, near
Conrt-honse, Hopkineville, Ky.
Cal's &
EDITORIAL COMMENT.
If you didift-get it in your stocking
you may be thankful that you didn't
I get it in the neck.
. It would be safe to bet that the ara•
graphers:Who write jokes about shovel-
ing snow never tried it.
Workingmen may as well prepare for
a hard winter ; diamond-back terrapin
already are quoted at $75 a dozen.
Speaking of the great shrinkage in.
values, pocket-books have suffered very
much during the past two or three
weeks.
A New York man has been sent to
the penitentiary for having five wives.
That was not right, they oughtn't to
have punished him again.
Somethieg will have to be done topro-
tect those guileless Chicagoans. Ped-
dlers have been doing a thriving bnsi
nese up there sellieg peach seeds for al-
monds!
The intimate relations said to exist
between the Senate committee rooms
and the offices of Wall street brokers
may finally become worth the Senate's
attention. Who trades in "tips?"
The $340,000 invested by the Sugar
Trust in the Baltimore refinery was not
intended to promote manufacturing but
to restrain trade and stop production.
The refinery will be closed permanently.
Why not enforce the law?
If McKinley really believes that
"domestic problems should take preced-
ence over foreign," it means, of course,
that the Ohio sheep does not intend to
allow anything else to interfere until a
wool tariff is adjusted to fleece the pub-
lic.
Probably Queen Lil came a the
United States in search of a ehubby."
Now that her throne is gone even the
average "nigger" wouldn't care for the
hand and heart of Lil, who a few years
ago was entertained 1m the crowned
heads of Europe.
The report that Germany is about to
retaliate on us by stopping the importa-
tion of American petroleum is interest-
ing, and it may become importa.ne If
anything of that kind is done the coun-
try will grin and the Standard Oil
Company will bear it.
Mr. Cannon. who was defeated for
the Utah Senate by his wife, is doubt-
less now opposed to female suffrage. Al-
though the district is usually Republi-
can, Mrs. Cannon, as the Democratic
nominee, beat her Republican "hubby"
by more than two thousand votes.
Gov. Stone, of Missouri, is in favor of
inflicting capital 'punishment on train
robbers. The trouble, however, is that
the robbers have Oahe canght before the
punishment can be inflicted—and most
train robbers are so ungentlemanly and
so unaccommodating as to pofitively re-
fuse to allow the officers of the law to
capture them.
The newly filed report of the Inter-
state Commerce Miesion gives a great
deal about the workings of the Inter-
state Commerce law, but nothing at all
about its effective enforcement The law
was intended to chock monopoly, and so
far aa it fails of that, it fails altogether.
And the new report is merely the record
of another year of failure.
The Ways and Means Committee in-
vites all those who are seeking bounties
and presents to enbmit their claims in
writing. If thege claims were submit-
ted in full, the real claims as well as Ihe
alleged claims for appearance sake,
what a valuable lot of documentary evi-
dence there would be for the Senate
committee for investigatieg the cam-
paign funds!
Olney says he doasn't want to fight
and doesn't care who knows it, either.
He thinks that perfect rest is the best
cure for Cubanophobia, and, therefore,
recommends that the question be
dropped for a while. His advice is,
however, not likely to be followed—the
people will keep the matter stirred up
until Congress finds itself forced to take
some action.
These lumber men who are fighting
for a high tariff on all the materials
that enter into the construction of the
cottages and frame dwelling.; of the far-
mers and the meu of moderate and
small means are the same fellows who
have been denuding the regions of the
headwaters of oar rivers, lessening the
rainfall, wasting and wantonly destroy-
ing great foreets andthribing State Leg-
islatures to let them have a free hand
in their work of devastation.
The story that Mame was killed by a
machete stroke when discovered wound-
ed, and that his body was tied to a
horseman's saddle and dragged after the
Spanish troops who shot him, has net
been denied. Indeed, it came from Ha-
vana and past Spanish censorship, so
that it is probably true. It seems to be
the height of brutal insult, but prebably
it was mere barbarism. It is perfectly
natural for a barbarian who wishes to
convey an enemy's body to drag it at his
saddle bow, because that is the most
convenient method. War is a horrible.
business at best. In Cuba it iS unspeak-
able.
It will be very hard indeed for Secre-
tary Olney to reduce the size of his head
sufficiently to enable him to practice
law successfully after he gets out of
office.
The new Lord Mayor of London, Al-
derman Faudel-Phillips, will be the
fourth Jew who has had that high dis-
tinction conferred upon him, his father
having been the second.
Grover Cleveland doesn't believe in
war. So bitterly was he opposed to It
during the "late tinpleasantures" in
this country that he wculd not take any
part iu personally—but put in a substi-
tute.
If Bryan had been elected President
there would have gone up a tremendous
howl over the failure of the National
Bank of Illinois ut Chicago. Although
the failure wits due to recklees and die-
honest management it would have all
been laid on the silver people.
English capitalists have contracted
for a building in New York, which is to
be 106 feet square, 59 stories -high, and
to contain 5,900 rooms, at a cost of $35,-
000,000. It will be higher than the
Washington monument. But this "sky-
scraper" has not yet been built.
Documents, recently discovered in the
royal archives. Berlin, prove that Em-
peror William II. is the eole owner in
fee simple of the whole district of the
city in which the royal palace is built.
The city of Berlin claimed the'property
und served ejectment processes on
many pemons. This discovery put an
end to these proceedings and. gave a
colossal fortune to the Emperor.
Figures show that the Pennsylvania
Railroad Compatiy is the largest rail-
road company in the world. Its capital
is $857,075,600. It has 15,430 miles of
Meek, traneversing thirteen states. It
his 3,756 locomotives, 3,935 passenger
care. 154,000 freight cars, 351 Pullman
cars, 241 cars for construction and other
purposee. The company him over 500,-
000 persons dependent for a living upon
the $60,000,000 which is annually die
tributes in wages.°
DR. BELL'S PINE-TAR-HONEY
Advancee a New Theory in the Treat-
nt of all Cough, Lung and
Bronchial Troubles.
Quickly.
Cures and Cares
Absolutely hanuless and pleasant to
take. It cuts loose the mucous and al-
lows it to be spit off without exertion or
straining and stops the cough at once by
healidg the intiamed parts; gives vigor
and vitality to the respiratory- organs
and produem a condition in which all
the fun liens are exerted with regulare
yid by R. C. Hardwick.
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Aperfect Remedy for Constipa-
tion , Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms ,Cormulsiorts.Feverish-
'less and Loss OF SLEEP.
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FEATHERBONE CORSETS AND WAISTS.
Correct Shapes
Best Material--
Reasonable 1 '
Merchants cheerfully
refund the money
after 4 weeks' trial if
not
PEATTIERBONE CGC:CT CO.,
1-...be Mfrs
lislaraccco, • ekit.
11•••••••
Lsel.i.r cisme Tear,: Alai. tea tag
el Each
Latest Styies
irtisti Effects
i.:4)nifortable
28 Styles.
Medium,
Long and
Short Lengths.
SOLD AND RECOMMENDED BY
SAFI FRANKEL. Sale Agent.
lry Goode and Notions, Hopkinsville, Ky, '11
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Pure soda—the best soda, canes
ID Buils Soda!
Bad soda spoils good flour.
6
• only In packages.c• •
o bearing this trade mark Ur— •
f9 •
I. 
It cOSts no more than inferior package soda oc •
ts —never spoils the flour—always keeps soft. ••
O Bcware 4 imitation trade marks and labels,0, •
e
i9 
and insist on packages I.
a bearing these words— •
7, e
• R AND HAMMER SODA 1.G.
. e
o 'eade °ale 1-3, CHURCH it CO , New York. Sold by grocers everyehere II
o e
ci WrIte for Arm and Hammer Book of valuable Recipes FREE. •
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THE LEADER „ T t. f Kroh; oset
Cloak and Wrap Sale
Of the season
•
•
•
•
•
•
We will sell all our wraps at ONE HALF PRICE, as it is getting late in the
semen, and Vtt meet close out our wraps. We will sell from to-day all of our
wraps, consistling of tailor-made garments in Jacketa in Smooth Cloth and Rough
Bouclee and Military Jackets. Our capee are the very latest styles in Smooth
Cloth and Rotigh liouclee, Silk, Velvet and Plush Fancy Capes.
Our CtiLdren s Reefers•:
Are for ail ages.
All t3 be Sold Regardless of Cost
We mean business. Come and be convinced. Our goods are all tailor-mad
and guarenteel in Price, Qeality und Fits. No trouble to show goods. Com
early and get tour choice. have also a fine seleotion of
Millinery Goods
In all lin+, and Fancy Goods, which we offer at a bargain. You can MVO
money by buyiing from us. Call and see us and remember the place. Sting this
circular with iota. Remember all wraps at half price at
Mine. L. vy.
THE LEADER,
105 Main St
W. G. WHEE4ER.
heeler, Mills & Co.
TobE0 Warehollsemen, Commission Merchants
AND
rELMCIL
FIIE-PROOF W.4REHOUSE. Cor. ai.zd
Railroad Streets.
HOPKINS VILLE, ▪ KENT UCKY.
Libel al Advances on Consignments.
All Tobacco sent us Covered by Insurance.
W H Tiros
NAT GA T 11 ER. - : - \
GAITHER CP WEST,
'NCH 1101H11,
Hopkinsville• Y•
Libera advances made on Tobacco. Four months storage Free.
f C. H LAYNE
Livery, Feed AND
fekat-,1921
15a/e Stable.
Corner 1 irginia and Seventh Streets,
Hopkinsville, hi iltut ity.
Rigs furnished day or night
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